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VOLUME THIRTY-ONE.

! TURNING
j BACKWARD
*

By BELLE MANIATES

.•

------

•

Copyright, 1906, by I. D. Marshall

It wag the night of the wedding of
Mrs. Baxter’s youngest daughter. The
mother had bidden her a fond farewell
and watched her with her lord depart.
When the wedding guests all had gone
save those who were to remain all
night Mrs. Baxter went to her room,
dismissed her maid and gave full sway
to her unwonted hour of solitude. She
bad loved her youngest daughter even
more devotedly and fondly than she
had her other two children, but she
was not grieving over her departure
now. Instead she was reveling in the
first taste of freedom she had known
in years, for her children—the prac
tical Walter, the domineering Julia and
the spoiled Dolly—had each and all in
turn and en concerto ruled each move
ment, great or small, of her life.
When five years ago her husband
had been the hero of a little adventure
that had shocked a shocking world and
her fond, foolish heart would have for
given him as he desired, W alter had
taken the affair into his hands, ably
seconded by his sister Julia, and before
the prostrated, bewildered wife had
fully grasped the situation she had
found herself divorced. David Baxter,
contrite and conciliatory, had been
most generous in settlements and had
then completely effaced himself from
the lives of all he held dear and had
taken up his abode in a distant city.
Dolly had been too young to know
much about the affair, and to her
mother’s timid proposal that the fa
ther should be asked to give the hand
of his youngest and his favorite child
in marriage she had lent a willing ear,
but Walter and Julia had emphatically
vetoed such an outrageous a c t
An hour after the wedding ceremony
Walter had started on an Important

§§§§
they drove up to x n e Nutsneil, as Da
vid had named it. Here time seemed
to have stood still. The vine covered
porch, the flower beds, the old apple
orchard and the little rustic seat in the
arbor were the same. She went over
the whole place. Every spot was re
plete with beautiful memories. The
next morning she arose with a little
tremor of excitement running through
her veins.
Never, not even for Dolly’s wedding,
had she taken such care with her toi
let. She was glad the day gave prom
ise of being one of extreme heat. I t
would account to the farm folk for the
light, delicate gown she was donning.
H er hair still waved softly back from
her brow with an occasional escaping
ring, as It had In her youth. Her
thoughts and hopes had brought a deli
cate pink flush to her cheeks.
After breakfast she went through
the meadows and down the lane to a
piece of cool, dark woods th at skirted
the river. Her heart beat almost pain
fully as she came nearer to her desti
nation.
“I am a foolish old woman,” she told
herself. “Of course no one will be
there I”
Some one was there, however. A
tall, familiar form came quickly to
ward her.
“Oh, David!” she cried, with a little
gasp. “I was afraid you wouldn’t
come.”
“You knew I would,” he asserted.
"But wait.”
He put bis arms about her and half
led her through' the woods. Not a
word was spoken. She guessed what
was in his mind and smiled happily
when he led her to a certain tree apart
from the others.
“There,” he said. “Now I feel thirty
years younger, and, Helen, you look
not a year older than you did when we
were here last.”
“Oh, David I When I, was left alone
there In th at big house the longing
came to see you once more, but I
didn’t dare hope you would come.”
“I have been waiting for the letter
you wrote for five long years!”
“Have you, David? I didn’t w ant a
divorce—it was Julia and Walter"—
“Yes, I know. It was always Julia
and Walter, but their day Is over.”
"I thought we’d have a little visit
here in our old home for Just this once,
and no one need know.”
“Helen,” he said gravely, “you can’t
retract now. You called me and I
came. I have the license, and we will
either go to the old parsonage or have
a little wedding up there at the house.
We’ll spend our honeymoon here, and
then we will go abroad, and"—
“Oh, David I And the same minister
who married us is still living here!”

J

ACCEPT THE TRUTH WHEREVER FOUND.

Practising Physician,
TRAPPE, Pa. Office at his residence» nearly
opposite Masonic Hall.

jy/r Y. WEBER, HI. IK,

Practising Physician,
EVANSBUKG, Pa. Office Hours : Until
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m. Keystone’Phone No. 17.

YN A. KRUMEN, M. D.,

A TA LL , FAMJT.TAB F O R M CA M E QTJICKXT
TO W A RD H E R .

business journey and Julia had taken
the same train to her home and chil
dren. Her mother was under orders to
follow in a few days, when the big
house should be closed for the summer.
Julia had arranged for some oousins to
remain also until her departure.
“I feel,” thought Mrs. Baxter, with a
nervous little giggle, “ad I used to
when I was a little girl and my moth-er went away and left me alone in the
house. It seems as if I ought to play
with the clock or do something forbid
den.”
Suddenly she arose and went to her
writing desk. Opening a secret draw
er, she drew forth two photographs—
David Baxter, boyish and debonair,
aged twenty-one, and David Baxter,
¡shrewd and Jovial a t the threshold of
¡middle age, as when she had last seen
him. There was also a slip of paper
hearing his present address, for Mrs.
Baxter had surreptitiously mailed him
newspapers with marked articles from
time to time, though she had never
dared to write or hope to hear from
him.
A tender look came into her eyes,
and she swiftly reviewed her p a s t "It
was my fa u lt” she thought. "I neg
lected him for the children and their
friends. Their wishes came first."
She carefully restored the pictures
again and renewed her reverie.
“We were perfectly happy th at first
year only—before David got so very
rich, and we lived In th at dear little
cottage on the forty acres. I wish—I
will!”
A sudden bold resolution came to her,
and fearful lest her weak nature
«should make her change her mind she
■dashed off two letters, one of which
was to the people who lived in their
»old home, which she had never sold,
'but had allowed some needy friends to
•occupy rent free.
Her dreams that night were happy
¡pictures of woods, meadows and coun
try lanes. In the morning she looked
almost girlish. At the breakfast table
she made a welcome proposal to her
cousins, who were left In charge of
her. She asked them if they would
Rot like to stay in the house for awhile
and entertain their friends as they willad, while she made a visit to soma
friends in the country.
“I am so tired out,” she explained.
“I need the rest and quiet, and there Is
Ro need of the children knowing any
thing about it. I’ll send my letter«
back here to be remalled to them.”
The cousins, who had ever disapprov
ed of the Julia and W alter espionage
over their mother, heartily concurred
R> the little conspiracy. The following
day l>rou~ht a response to her letter
to the farm. They would be only too
happy to receive her, not as a summer
hoarder, but as a guest. Tbe next
train bore her to her old home, where
®he planned to stay a few weeks and
live again the olden days in her mem
ory and associations.
She gave a little cry of pleasure as

A Sanson Pawned the Guillotine.
The Sansons have a place In French
history, not only because they contin
ued so long to hold their odious office,
but because two of their number, a
father and son, held office during the
evil days of the reign of terror, w e n
they Were kept so busily engaged with
their guillotine. The last of the San
son dynasty was dismissed from his
post In the reign of Louis Philippe, In
1847, under remarkable circumstances.
Although he had Inherited a comforta
ble fortune from his father, the exe
cutioner of the revolution, he got Into
pecuniary difficulties and was guilty of
pawning his guillotine, surely the most
lugubrious pledge ever taken by mor
tal pawnbroker. An order came from
the procurator general for the execu
tion of a criminal, and the necessary
apparatus was not forthcoming. Tbe
prison authorities bad perforce to get
it out of 'pawn, and the execution took
place. But the last of the Sansons was
Informed that his services would no
longer be required. What became of
him afterward does not appear to be
known.

OOLLEGEVILLE, Pa. Office Hours : Until 9
a. m.; 9 to 8 p, m.

g
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L. EVANS,

Attorney-at- Law,
323 SWEDE STREET,
NORRISTOWN, PA.

D R. GEO. M. MAXWELL,
DENTIST,

B. HORN INO, M. D ,

310 HIGH STKEET,

Practising Physician,
EVANSBUKG, Pa. -:- Telephone In office.
Office Hours until 9 a. m.

Y H. HAMER, M. D.,

Homeopathic Physician.
COLLEGEYILLE, P &. Office Hours: Until
10 a. m., from 6 to 9p. m. Special attention
given to ear, nose and throat diseases. 23am

Attorney-at-Law,
AND NOTARY PUBLIC,
ROYERSFO&D, PA. Norristown Office: 321
Swede St. All business entrusted to my care
will receive prompt attention. Loans negoti
ated . Both ^Phones

TJERBERT U. MOORE,

Attorney-at-Law,
ALBERTSON TRUST CO. BUILDING-,
305 Swede St.. Norristown, Pa
Bell and Keystone ’Phones.
6-15.

M

AYNE R. LONGSTRETH

Attorney-at-Law,

And Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Croxer Build
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 5928.
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.

JOSEPH S. KRATZ,

Attorney-at-Law,
1009 COMMONWEALTH BUILDING, 12th
and CHESTNUT STREETS,
Philadelphia.
Telephones.

JOHN S. HUNSICKER,

Justice of the Peace,
RAHN STATION, PA. Conveyancer and
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales at
tended to. Charges reasonable.

^ R T H U R G. ASH,

Justice of the Peace,
Real Estate and General Business ¿gent,

TRAPPE, PA. All kinds of real estate sold
on commission. Real estate purchased. Money
loaned.
3-16

JO H N H. CASSELBERRY,

Surveyor & Conveyancer.
All kinds of legal papers drawn. The clerk
ing of sales a specialty. Charges reasonable.
P. O. Address ; Lower Providence, Pa. Resi
dence : Evansburg, Pa.
18oc.

jT^R, FRANK BRANORETH,
(Successor to Dr. Chas, Ryckmau,)

DENTIST,
ROYERS FORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at
honest prices.

CORNISH,
DR. S. IKDENTIST,
COLLEGEYILLE, PA.
First-class Workmanship Guaranteed; Gas
administered.
Prices Reasonable.
Keystone ’Phone No. 40.

JJR . B. F. PLACE,

Dentist,
OOR. MAIN AND DeKALB STREETS
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Rooms 303 and 305! - Entrance, Main Street.
Keystone Telephone, No. 76.
Take Elevator.

A. B. PARKER;
Optician,

POTTSTOWN, PA.

Office Hours: Thursdays, 7 p. m. to 8 p. m.
Fridays, 7.30 a. m to 6 p. m.
Gas administered. United Telephone, 145.

J

G. LUTZ,

MERCHANT TAILOR,
378 HIGH STREET, : POTTSTOWN, PA.
Repairing, scouring,, cleaning and pressing
done at short notice.
Reference—Hill School, Pottstown.

jgrARVEY L. »HOMO,

ORDINANCE
Authorizing the Delaware and Atlantic
Telegraph and Telephone Company, its
successors and assigns to construct, main
tain and operate, its posts, poles, cables,
wires, and all other necessary overhead
apparatus, on, over and along; and its
conduits, ducts, mains, pipes, cables,
wires, manholes, distributing poles and all
other necessary underground appliances,
on, under and through the streets, alleys
and highways within the limits of the
Borough of Trappe, in the county of Mont
gomery and State of Pennsylvania; and
prescribing the manner of placing the
same, end regulating the use of the.
streets, alleys and highways by said Com
pany.
THE BURG E'S AND COUNCIL of the
Borough of Trappe, in the county of Montgom
ery and State of Pennsylvania, do qrdain and
enact as follows :
Section 1. That permission be and is hereby
granted to The Delaware and Atlantic Tele
graph and Telephone Company, its successors
and assigns, to construct, maintain and operate,
its posts, poles, cables, wires and all necessary
overhead apparatus, on, over and along ; ana
its conduits, ducts, mains, pipes, cables, wires,
manholes, distributing poles and all other
necessary underground appliances, on, under
and through the streets, alleys and highways
within the limits of the Borough of Trappe, in
the county of Montgomery and State of Penn
sylvania, subject to the following provisions :
Section 2. That all poles erected by the said
Company shall be neat and symmetrical, and
shall not be less than twenty-five feet above the
surface of the ground, and shall be so located as
in no way to interfere with the safety or con
venience of persons traveling on or over the
said streets, alleys and highways; and in the
work of installing and maintaining its under
ground system, said Company shall not open or
encumbor more of any street, alley or h ghway,
than will be necessary to enable it to perform
same with proper economy and efficiency ; nor
shall it permit such opening or encumbrance to
remain for a longer period than shall be neces
sary to do the work for which said opening shall
have been made.
Section 3. All work done under the provisions
of this ordinance in said Borough shall be sub
ject to thé supervision of the Street or Highway
Committee thereof, and said Company shall re
place and properly relay any sidewalk or any
street, pavement, which may have been dis
placed or damaged by it in construction and
maintenance of its system in said Borough.
Section 4. That space on the poles erected or
in the conduits laid under the provisions of this
ordinance, shall be reserved for the purpose of
carrying a wire or wires of any Fire Alarm or
Police Telegraph system, now.in use or which
may hereafter t>e adopted by said Borough ; in
no case, however, shall said wire or wires carry
high tension currents.
Section 5 That the said The Delaware and
Atlantic Telegraph and Telephone Company
by and with the consent of the Town Council of
said Borough shall be permitted to place its
wires on the poles of otner companies naving a
right to maintain the same within said Borough
upon such arrangements as the two companies
may agree and by paying fifty cents per pole
to the said Borough for said-privilege and shall
likewise pay such license fee as provided for in
existing ordinances as to poles which they may
erect.
Section 6. That the said Company shall
maintain all poles, cables, wires, conduits,
ducts, mains, pipes, manholes, distributing
poles and all other apparatus erected or con
structed under the provisions of this ordinance,
in good and safe order and condition and shall
at ail times fully indemnify, protect and save
harmless, the said Borough, from and against
all actions, claims, salts, damages and charges,
and against all loss and unnecessary expendi
tures, arising from the erection, construction
and maintenance of its system in said Borough ;
or from its neglect or failure to maintain the
said apparatus in good and safe order and con
dition .
- Section 7. That the said The Delaware and
Atlantic Telegraph and Telephone Company,
shall install and maintain without charge to
the said Borough, at a location to be selected
by the Borough Council, one (1) telephone to be
used for municipal business only, giving un
limited local service to all stations connected
with the exchange to which said telephone is
connected.
Section 8. That the said The Delaware and
Atlantic Telegraph and Telephone Company,
its successors and assigns, shall be subject to
any and all reasonable regulations and ordi
nances pertaining to tbe maintenance, opera
tion, licensing of telegraph and telephone poles
or wires laid in conduits now in »force or which
the Chief Burgess and Town Council of tbe
Borougn of Trappe may from time to time have

Pfi^ptpq.
Section 9. That nothing in this ordinance
210 DeKALB ST., NORRISTOWN, PA.
shall be construed to grant unto the said The
K eystone ’P hone N o . 277.
Delaware and Atlantic Telegraph and Tele
Eyes examined.
Consultation free. phone Company any exclusive right, or to pre

F
,f . Sctoren’s

S h avin P arf
Collegeville, Pa.
Second door above
railroad.
Finest grades of
ana tobacco
on hand.

What Waa a Yeoman T

The following quotation from Bishop
Latimer’s “First Sermon Preached Be
fore King Edward VI.” March 8, 1549,
is a good Illustration of the meaning
of the word yeoman and shows the
primitive manners and customs of
those times:
“My father was a yeoman and had
no lands of his own, only he had a
farm of £3 or £4 Ifr year at the utter
most, and hereupon he tilled so much
as kept half a dozen men. He had
walk for 100 sheep, and my mother
milked thirty kine. He was able and
did find tbe king a harness, with him
self and his horse, while he came to
the place th at he should receive the
king’s wages. I can remember that I
buckled his harness when we went
unto Blackheath field. He kept me to
school or else I had not been able to
have preached before the king’s maj'
esty now. He married my sisters with
£5, or 20 nobles apiece, so that he
brought them up in godliness and fear
of God. He kept hospitality for his
poor neighbors, and some alms be gave
to the poor. And all this he did of tbe
said farm, where he that now hath it
payeth £16 by year or more and is not
able to do anything for bis prince, for
himself nor fbr his children, or give a
cup of drink to the poor.”—Notes and
Queries.

ROYERSFORD, PA.
(Formerly Cashier of the National Bank of
Royeraford, successor to David Springer.)
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE; Mu
tual and Stock Companies represented. Matur
ity of all policies written by Mr. Springer will
be carefully watched and cheerfully renewed at
established board rates. Special attention to
Life and Accident Insurance. Investments and
Loans. Notary Public.
10-3.

Homeopathic Physician,

Taking Chances.

A small boy had been punished and
In consequence was feeling a t enmity
with all the world, but with his father
in particular. When he came to say
his prayers at night he gabbled through
them at a high rate of speed, and while
asking for the customary blessing on
all the other members of tbe family,
including the cat, he left out his of
fending parent
His mother understood, but thought
It best to “appeal to his better self.”
"Harold,” she said sweetly, “what
about papa? You forget dear.”
"Didn’t Don’t want papa blessed I”
“Why, Harold, when you love him
sol Just think, dear. Papa has gone
downtown now, and how would you
feel If he got lost or hurt because you
hadn’t prayed for him?"
This rather worked on the boy’s
mind, and slowly he began to clamber
out of bed, when Just as be got on his
knees he heard tbe familiar click of
his father’s key In the lock. “I guess
I’U risk It!” he announced and quick
as a wink Jumped back Into bed.—Llpplncott’s Magazine.

S. G, FINKB1NER,

W. ROYER, M. D.,

J-^AVID CULP,

Blacksmith and Horseshoer.
At shop formerly occupied by Jonathan
Davis, Collegevllle, Pr£. Good workman
ship and reasonable prices. Patronage
solicited.

DARE TO MAINTAIN THE TRUTH.

DIETARY STANDARDS.
What Observation Indicates to Be tbe
Average Man’s D ally Food Heed.

Accepting the dally dietary stand
ards which are based upon observa
tions as to what people are accustomed
to consume. It Is plain that the average
man doing from light to moderate
muscular work must take each day
approximately 116 grams of proteld
m atter (18 grams of nitrogen), with
sufficient fat and carbohydrate to yield
a total fuel value of 8,060 large calo
ries. The usual proportion of carbohy
drate (mostly starchy food) is about
600 grams to 60-60 grams of fat. In
other words, the average man needs,
according to the above hypothesis, ap
proximately 120 grams of proteld, 600
grams of carbohydrate and 00 grams
of fat for his dally ration. In order to
obtain these amounts of nutrients he
would require per day three-fourths of
a pound of ordinary roast beef, one
pound of boiled potato, one-half pound
of white bread and one-fourth of a
pound of butter. Naturally much
greater variety of food might be adopt
ed with the same nutritive values as
the above, but these figures will suf
fice to give some Impression of th<
quantities of ordinary cooked food
stuffs required to yield the nitrogen
and the total fuel value called for by
the above standard dietary.
A more elaborate diet, one In large
measure free from meat and having es
sentially the same content of nitrogen
and with a total fuel value of approxi
mately 3,000 calories, would be as fol
lows: Fried hominy, six ounces; sirup,
three ounces; baked potato, eight
ounces; butter, one and one-half
ounces; baked spaghetti, ten onnces;
mashed potato, ten ounces; boiled tur
nip, six ounces; bread, two ounces; ap
ple sauce, eight ounces; apple tapioca
pudding, twelve ounces; fried sweet po
tato, eight ounces; fried bacon, one
ounce; fruit jam, four ounces; coffee,
one and one-half pints, and tea, threefourths of a p in t Such a diet, owing
to its vegetable nature and lack of con
centration, is naturally quite volumi
nous. A greater concentration of diet
is easily obtained by replacement of
a portion of the vegetable matter by
meat, and this the ordinary man, with
bis highly developed palate, usually
prefers to do because of tbe increased
flavor which his acquired taste now
«sails for. Further, the resources at
the command of the civilized man ren
der possible great variety in matters
of diet, but whatever the character of
the dally food or however great the
number and variety of the Ingredients
It will be found that the nitrogen con
tent and fuel value of the daily food of
mankind will In general correspond in
large measure to the dietary standards
usually adopted throughout the civiliz
ed world.—Russell H. Chittenden in
C e n t u r y . ____________

Their Belated
Wedding
By

R IT A

KBLLEY

Copyright, 1905, by E. C. Parcella

Samantha Sanders had always want
ed a cuckoo clock.
The sandwich man half a block
ahead announced them for sale for
$1.98—“fine cuckoo clocks, best made,”
She was racing after him as fast as
her prim New England dignity would
allow. She upset a child with an all
day sucker In Its mouth and left it
screaming on the walk. It hurt her
conscience terribly, but If for one mo
ment she lost sight of the sign he
might turn Into a side street, and she
wouldn’t know where to get the clock.
Samantha Sanders was the thrifty,
unromantlc Janitress of a bachelor
apartm ent/ building. Her father and
mother had died when she was fifteen
and left her without a penny and with
an overweening desire to possess a
clock with a little bird that popped
out of a little door every hour, along
with more domestic ambition.
Samantha Sanders never had cared
for any one person so much as she had
for making a home. Hiram Shell had
asked her to marry him, but her thrifty
soul told her she would be happier

vent a grant of similar privileges to other
companies.
Section 10. That The Delaware and Atlantic
Telegraph and Telephone Company shall, un
der its seal and by its proper officers, within
sixty (60) days from the date of the approval of
this ordinance, signify in writing its accept
ance of all the terms, conditions, regulations
and restrictions in this ordinance contained, in
default of which this ordinance shall become
null and void and of no effect.
Section 11. That all advertising and printing
fees incurred by the Borough of Trappe, in the
.county of Montgomery and State of Pennsyl
vania in connection with the passage of this
ordinance, shall be paid by The Delaware and
Atlantic Telegraph and Telephone Company.
Ordained and enacted into an ordinance this
14th day of September, A. D., 1905.
M. B. SOHRACK,
President of Council.
.Attest—FRANK W. SHALKOP,
Borough Clerk.
Approved this 22d day of September, A. D.,
1905.
E. G. BROWNBACK,
Chief Burgess.

P h il a d e l p h ia , P e n n a ., October 12,1905.
THE DELAWARE AND ATLANTIC TEL
EGRAPH AND TELEPHONE COMPANY
- g S. POLEY,
hereby agrees to accept and comply with all the
terms, conditions, regulations and restrictions,
contained in an ordinance enacted by the Bur
gess and Council of the Borough of Trappe,
Montgomery county, Pennsylvania, on the
Fourteenth day of September, Anno Domini,
TRAPPE, PA /
One Thousand Nine Hundred and Five (1905);
Prompt and accurate in building construction. entitled:
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
5-23
“AN ORDINANCE, authorizing The Delaro and Atlantic Telegraph and Telephone
“ jompany, its successors ana assigns,, to con
j y j N. BARNDT,
stru c t, maintain and operate its posts, poles,
“cables, wires, and all otner necessary overhead
“apparatus, on, over and along; and its con
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
d u its, ducts, mains, pipes, cables, wires, manCONTRACTOR FO R A L L K IN D S OF
doles, distributing poles, and all other neces
s a r y underground appliances, on, under and
“through, the streets, alleys and highways
“within the limits of the Borough of Trappe, in
CEMENTING, CONCRETING, ETC Esti “ he county of Montgomery ana State of Penn
mates cheerfully furnished and good work guar sylvania, and prescribing the manner of plac
i n g the same, and regulating the use of the
anteed. Hjg- SPECIAL ATTENTION TO “streets,
alleys and highways by said ComJOBBING.
3-6
“pany.”
/
THE DELAWARE AND ATLANTIC
TELEGRAPH AND TELE
Ui S, HOOKS,
PHONE COMPANY.
By JAMES E. MITCHELL,
Vice President.
SCHWENKSVILLE, FA.,
Attest—W. S. PEIRSOL, Secretary.
,

Contractor and Builder,

“HIRAM !" SHE CBIED. “ HTRAM SHELL !”

making a comfortable living for her
self than eking out a , bare existence
with such a man. Hiram was all right,
only he never stuck to any one thing
long enough and his inventions never
seemed to be the things people wanted.
Now she was almost up to the big
red and white sign. Never before had
she felt free to indulge her pet extrav
agance, but now with a steady, tidy In
Slater and Roofer,
And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
come and good clothes In plenty It did
l
iz
a
b
e
t
h
b
.
lach
m
an
,
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished. Work con
Graduate of the South Broad Street seem that Providence had put that
tracted at lowest prices.
lloct
Conservatory of Music, Philadelphia,
sandwich man right there ahead of her.
Fitting:.
Breathless and excited, she rushed
TEACHER OF PIANO, ORGAN,
»WARD DAVID,
Miss Kalrless—You’ve seen that best
Harmony, Melody, Counterpoint, Instru past the man to get a front view of the
Painter and
dress of mine. Now, I want to get a
mentation, Sight - reading, Elementary clock. Oh, joy! There was the long
Analysis, and History of Music. Lessons hoped for little face and the cuckoo
hat to go with it. What would you sug
Paper-Hanger,
given at her home, COLLEGEYILLE, PA. half emerging from his arch as though
gest? Miss Sharp—Why not geit a COLLEGEVILLE, PA. »•Sam ples of paper Pupils
solicited.
28sep4m.
always on hand*
slouch ?—Philadelphia Press.
the clock had stopped ju st as he start

Brick and Stone Masonry,

E

E

ed to announce the hour.
Samantha clapped her hands In an
ecstasy of rapture.
“Oh!” she cried. “Can I get one
down on Thirteenth street now?”
For the first time she turned her eyes
from the sign to the man whose way
she had blocked. All the light of Joy
faded from her face and left It ashen.
“Hiram!" she cried. "Hiram Shell!”
“Yes, Samanthy,” he said, meek as
ever, looking at the trim little woman
before him and pulling surreptitiously
a t his worn and soiled vest.
The pallor of her face changed to a
flush of anger and resentment as she
looked at the disheveled old man.
“Hiram Shell,” she said forcibly,
“what you doin’ trampin’ the streets
like this? Shiftless and good for noth
in’, same as you always was!”
“I don’t know, Samanthy. I never
did seem to ’mount to anything.” The
cuckoo clock swayed perilously near a
barber pole, but Samantha did not no
tice. She was looking at the man’s
lantern Jawed haggard visage and
thinking hard.
“Hiram Shell,” she accused, “you
haven’t had enough to e a t You can’t
keep your knees stiff.”
He smiled weakly. “Well, it do be
hard off an’ on to get a plenty, ’spe
cially when It takes quite a bit for
wire. My new patent clothes wringer,
Samanthy”—
“Hiram Shell, you go right straight
down to Thirteenth street and tell those
clock people you haven’t got sense
enough to pound sand in a rat hole!”
But even as she spoke her eyes were
moist. “And, Hiram, you bring a clock
up to my house. I’m going home now
to get supper ready.” She counted out
$2.03 (5 cents for car fare), gave him
her address and told him vigorously
to hurry up before he forgot what he
was to do. She left him standing stu
pefied In the middle of the walk gazing
after her with meek If hungry eyes.
“She be just the same as ever,” he
whispered to himself. “She’d ’a’ made
me a good wife, Samanthy would.”
Samantha Sanders was bustling fe
verishly about her rooms at the New
Rochelle apartments. True to her prov
ident New England Instincts, she had
a plentiful supply of cake, pie, apple
butter and baked beans on hand. She
had ordered recklessly at the green
grocer’s on her way home, and the ta 
ble was beginning to look like a feast
of plenty.
. Poor old Hiram! She could not get
the image of bis pitiable figure out of
her mind. Even the prospect of the
new clock could not dispel the feeling
of utter heartsickness. Hiram Shell,
whose father had been justice of the
peace, tramping the streets as a sand
wich man!
There was a dull aching a t her heart
that was incomprehensible to her until
just as she shoved the brown bread
into the oven to warm. She stiffened
up with something like a groan and
clapped her hands to her head.
“I’d ought to ’a’ married Hiram
Shell,” she cried, with the bitterness of
delayed realization. “I’d ought to ‘a’
married him! No one ever believed in
him. Just because he didn’t get out
and work like the others they said he
was crazy! Geniuses ain’t like any
body else, and if anybody had ever en
couraged him and helped him along he
might have struck somethin’ that peo
ple wanted. And here I’ve been com
fortable and him trampin’ the streets!”
Hiram was late In arriving. She
wondered Indulgently whether he had
gone off to buy wire with that money
Instead of getting the clock. Strange
ly enough, she did not care much. The
thought was tormenting her that she
who always had put duty foremost had
after all failed in the greatest crisis of
her life. Women were intended te
make men stronger, to bring out the
best In the men they loved, and she—
He came, more haggard and all hut
tottering, with two packages under his
arm. She took them from him, tum
bled them helter skelter on the sofa
and drew up an armchair for him close
to the table laden with good things.
“Now, Hiram,” she said, “eat!”
He looked at her wildly for a mo
ment, trying to get his breath. “The
package,” he said. “Is It all right?”
“The qlock? Of <x>urse. Go on an’
eat now.” She passed him the bowl
of savory pork and beans. .
He pushed back from the table, peer
ing about.
“Hiram Shell, if you don’t stop act
in’ the fool and set to eatln’ I’ll throw
out the cuckoo clock and be done with
It!”
“No, Samanthy, ’taln’t the clock; it’s
that new patent clothes wringer I been
making. Thought you might like It to
wash your clothes.”
Samantha collapsed into a chair.
“Hiram Shell, I haven’t done my
wash for five years. I t goes to the
laundry.”
“Well, now, ain’t that nice!” He
pushed back tbe apple butter she hand
ed him. He had not touched a bite,
though his plate was piled high with
good things. Samantha saw his face
had gone white.
“I guess I’d better be moving on.
The doctor at the dispensary he said
I’m ailin’ some.” He clutched a t his
heart. “It’s queer, right In here.”
Samantha pushed him back Into the
chair and ran for the brandy.
“Did—you call the ambulance?” he
asked when he opened his eyes again.
“No, I didn’t, Hiram Shell. You don’t
need no ambulance. All yon need Is a
good square meal and the parson.
We’re going to get married, Hiram.”
He looked at her, with tears stream '
ing down his cheeks.
“Well, now,” he said, “Samanthy,
ain’t that nice!”

1.00 PER YEAR IN ADVANCE.
porch at 6 o’clock th a t mgnt ana a t
8 In the morning, twelve thutty at noon
and 6 p. m. for the next three days and
then let him know a t the postofflce so’s
he could compare It with theirs, I called
it pretty considerable like a hint for a
man that claims to have good man
ners, given to one that’s got a sensi
tive streak, same as I have, though I
try to keep It out o’ sight”—Youth’s
Companion.
Trapped Elephants.

In “Jungle Trails and Jungle Peo
ple” Caspar Whitney tells of trapping
a herd of elephants and driving them
Into thé graal. Curiously 'enough, the
animals are quite docile until they once
discover they are cor Ined, whereupon
they throw off their good maimers and
become rampant. Mr. Whitney contin
ues:
Some fight the posts, some fight one
another, In groups they surge against
the stout sides of the inclosure, grunt
ing prodigiously, and wherever a ven
turesome spectator shows a head be
tween the posts he is charged. Not all
the herd are so violent. Some shqw
their perturbation by thrusting down
Into their stomach reservoir and draw
ing forth water which they squirt
over tbeir backs; others express con
tempt for things generally by making
little dust piles, which they blow over
everything in sight, including their own
legs. Some utter the mouthing low
note; some rap the ground with their
trunks, thus knocking out several pe
culiar rattl'ng, crackling high notes.
The calves squeak through their little
trunks shrilly and frequently.
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Big Pierre Laloup sent his canoe
Sown stream with such mighty strokes
of the paddle that the tough ash bent
In his hands and bade lair to snap.
Twilight was falling—the soft, mys
terious twilight of the forest that made
black shadows beneath the tamaracks
while the sky blazed red and gold
above the treetops. The pipe of birds
came musically through the stillness,
and far away a white owl was hoot
ing dismally.
Ordinarily Pierre would have loiter
ed along, drifting idly with the current
and watching the night descend upon
the forest, for, familiar with It all ^s
he was, these early summer twilights
cast their spell upon him. They made
him content with the world and with
himself. But tonight the spell was
rudely shattered. He wanted to pad
dle hard enough to blot ou t h i s “bitter
thoughts.
For a long time he had known it was
coming. He had endeavored to pre
pare himself for the shock. Yet now
that it was here, despite all his fore
sight and his determination to take the
blow stolidly, his heart was full of
ranking bitterness. Yes, he had known
It that day in early spring, when De
nise Beauchamp had come back from
the convent a thousand times prettier
and a thousand times more intangible.
He had known then that she had gone
quite beyond the pale of his dreams.
The Denise who camé back from the
convent was not the Denise of old.
This new Denise, with the big, starry
eyes that looked one through and
through, was a bewildering creature.
In her presence big Pierre felt like an
awkward, bungling schoolboy. Her
cool, quiet voice, with Its subtle lm-

well, what wofild you7 Denise was a
fine girl. She was worthy of such a
man. She would make him a good
wife, as well she should. Mere Beau
champ called on heaven to witness the
struggle they had been through to
raise money to give her an education
at the convent.
Pierre listened to all their chatter In
stunned silence. When he could bear
It no longer he declared he must be
going down stream, and despite their
hospitable protestations he pushed his
canoe Into the stream.
And so big Pierre Laloup went pad
dling madly back to his own clearing,
his heart crying obstinately for Denise,
even as a poor blind mole might cry
for the sun.
•
*
*
•
*
•
•
It was autumn, and there was a
touch of frost in the air before Pierre
found heart to go to Beauchamp clear
ing again. He wanted to buy a wed
ding present for Denise, and with a
view to seeking Pere BeaucbamD’s ad
vice on this point he paddled np the
Little Otter.
When he reached the clearing It was
ominously silent, He shouted lustily,
as he headed the canoe for the bank.
In answer to his shout he saw Denise
come running toward the stream.
“Keep back!” she called. “You
mustn’t land!”
. “Eh? Why not?” he asked, amazed.
“I t Is smallpox,” she exclaimed.
Big Pierre drove the nose of his ca
noe to the bank and stepped out. “I
am not afraid,” said he. "Is he here
with you?”
She flushed as she divined his mean
ing.
“He—he was here a t the beginning,
when we first knew w hat it was, but
he went back to Montreal. I think he
Was afraid,” she confessed.
Pierre scowled. “I will stay with
you," he said simply.
Those following two weeks were like
some hideous nightmare. The Monday
after bis arrival Mere Beauchamp died.
Pierre built a coffin and dug the grave.
I t was he who read the pra^ >rs, and
It was he who comforted the weeping
Denise. And ten days later, when Pere
Beauchamp breathed his last, Pierre
went through it all again.
It was red dusk when Pierre and
Denise came back frdm the second
grave beneath the tamaracks. Cold;
gray clouds hung—the sky; the wind
whistled sharply. There was a biting
chill In the air th at seemed to herald
the approach of gray, bleak winter.
“I t is over now,” said Pierre gently.
“You must go away.”
"Yes, I must go away,” she repeated
listlessly.
“I will take yon to Montreal—to him,”
said he.
“No, no, Pierre!” she cried, with a
sudden vehemence. “Not that!”
He looked a t her in puzzled helpless
ness.
<fIFlinyflYllwl 9” ho HSkOd.

She caught bis arm. He saw a new
and wonderful light In her eyes.
“Let me stay with you—always with
you,” she said.
Big Pierre began to tremble. He
stood staring a t her stupidly. He
could not seem to realize the Import of
her words.
“There is a chapel a t the fort,!’ she
said. “Take me there. We will be
married there tonight, dear, you and I.”
Might Spoil the Effect.

WThe Marshal MacMahon was presi
dent of the French republic an inci
dent occurred which illustrates the
Frenchman’s love of what Is dramatic,
A French soldier sat on the summit
of a hill overlooking a garrison town.
His horse was picketed close by. The
man was smoking leisurely, and from
time to time he glanced from the espla
nade to an official envelope he held in
his hand.
A comrade passed by and said:
“W hat are you doing here?”
“I am bearing the president’s pardon
for our friend Flichmann, who Is to be
shot this morning,” replied the smokei
calmly without changing his comfort
able attitude.
“Well, then, you should hurry along
with your pardon,” admonished Ills
comrade.
“Oh, no!” exclaimed the other it
some indignation. “See, there is hard
ly a soul yet on the esplanade, and th«
firing platoon has not even been form
ed. You surely would not have me rot
my appearance of all dramatic effect
my friend!”
E lectro Magnet*.

“ T E S , I M U ST GO A W A Y,” SH U E E PE A T K D .

perious inflections, made him hot and
cold by turns and set him stammering
absurdly when he essayed conversation
with her. Therefore in time he came
to worship her In silence whenever be
paid one of Ills frequent visits to Pere
Beauchamp’s clearing on the headwa
ters of Little Otter.
Over and over again Pierre had told
himself that a girl like Denise was as
far away from him as the sun is from
tbe groveling mole. Yet tonight as he
paddled toward his own clearing he
found but little consolation in reiterat
ing this to himself.
He had gone up to the Beauchamp
Too Pointed.
clearing babbling over with good hu
When somebody asked Graham mor. Had not the six men who were
Saunders why he did not go to visit coming from New York to fish for
tho squire’s family any more he hesi salmon engaged his camp for quarters
tated for a moment before he ventured and lilmself for guide at a fabulous
snm? He had Intended to tell them of
to put his reason into words.
“I ’m not one that’s looking for this and to drop mysterious hints about
slights,” he drawled at last, “and I the gifts Denise would receive when
never paid much attention when they the summer’s fishing should be over.
spoke about folks that generally came But When he reached the clearing there
at mealtimes nor any of their remarks was something about Pere Bear-,
about large appetites. Nor I never ap champ’s exuberant spirits and the fat
plied any o’ their statements In regard Mere Beauchamp’s undisguised satis
to not waiting for invitations or out faction that filled him with vague
*,
staying your welcome to myself. X fears.
considered such talk wasn’t worth no
Between them artlessly they told
ticing.
Pierre of their daughter’s good for
“But when squire come out to me a t tune. The wedding would take place
about four thutty one afternoon when In the late fall. On, yes, he was rich,
I could smell baked beans cooking as very rich, this lumber buyer from
easy as I’m sitting here and said he’d Montreal. He had come to the lumber
count It a favor if I’d note down camp up stream to contract for logs.
where the glass stood on our^ north He had seen much of Denise, and—

The familiar horseshoe magnet is
made of highly tempered steel and
magnetized so th a t one end is a north
pole, the other a south or pertiaps more
commonly known as a negative and s
positive. Once magnetized it is always
magnetic unless the power is drawn
from it by exposure to Intense heat
An electro-magnet, however, can be
made from any scrap of soft iron, from
a piece of ordinary telegraph wire to a
gigantic iron shaft. When a current
of electricity passes through an Insulat
ed wire coiled abdut a soft iron object
such as a nail, a bolt or a rod, that ob
ject becomes a magnet as long as a
current of electricity Is passing through
the coil3 of wire or helix. A coil oi
wire In the forin of a spiral spring has
a stronger field than a straight wire
carrying the same current, for each
turn or convolution adds its magnetic
field to th at of the other turns, and by
having the center of the coil of iron,
which is a magnetic body, the strength
of the magnetism Is greatly Increased
—Joseph H. Adams in St. Nicholas.
Dead Sea Fruit.

“Did you have a good time a t the
wedding?”
"Not very,” replied Miss Passay. “I
got quite Interested in a young man
who seemed to have ju st lovely man
ners, and really—but, oh, pshaw,
what’s the use talking about It! After
It was all over I learned that he was
a detective who had been hired ti
watch the presents.”—Chicago RecordHerald.
Bm r.

Hyker—I hear you have left the bank
In which you were formerly employed.
Pyker—Yes; three weeks ago. I’m In
business for myself.
Hyker—Sol
W hat are you doing? Pyker—Looking
for another job.—Chicago News.
Not Days Enough.

“Believe me, dearest, I love you bet
ter every day.”
“Oh, Jack, why aren’t there more
Jays?”—Life.

but she has had good training and
she had good advisers and chap
erones with her. She accepted the
Looklor
This Stay
presents gracefully, took a personal
Under the
interest in-supervising their pack
Strap.
ing and, arriving in this country
she was met with the anouncement
Published Every Thursday.
that she would have to pay duty on
to discuss the new tailor-made suits, the new coats, the new furs and the new shirtwaists
them. Her training and her advice
and now we urge a personal inspection of our new
CO LLEG EVILLE, MONTG. CO., PA. stood her in good stead again for
she entered no protest and has very
skillfully concealed any disgust she
E. S. MOSER, EDITOR a n d PROPRIETOR.
may have felt. Miss Roosevelt is
rich in her own right, having come
into the possession on her twentyThe
Bias Girth.
first
birthday
last
years,
of
the
T H U R S D A Y , N O V E M B E R 16, 1 9 0 5 .
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fortune left her by her mother. Shq
could well afford to pay the duty no
T here are at least two kinds of political kickers :
matter what she thought about the
5A HORSE BLANK ETS are known the country over as the warmest and
The chronic kicker.
justice of it. But no sooner had the
strongest Horse Blankets made. They are made from tightly twisted yarns of excel
announcement been made that duty
The spasmodic kicker.
lent quality— closely woven and are thick, strong, warm and durable. They are
In these adjuncts to enhance and complete a costume we forge ahead season after
Both are essential to the perpetuity of a popular form of would be collected than those
stitched with the strongest threads and are re-enforced wherever necessary.
season as specialists, offering only reliable and approved makes. Refinement of styles and
5A BLANK ETS are made in all qualities, styles and patterns to suit the purse
government. The chronic kickers keep up steady practice, behind the announcement began to
o f every horse owner.
reasonable prices mark these stocks.
It was just and right to
and when the majority swings his way he keeps right on hedge.
Your local dealer buys the long-wearing 5A BLANK ETS direct from the
demand duty but it was not just
kicking—on account of some reason or other. I t is a habit or right to demand too much. A
The Famous *‘P. N.” Corsets bold pre
¡factory, and can therefore sell them cheaper than dealers can sell inferior blankets
All the new shapes and shades in the
purchased through jobbers at high prices.
eminence here. The Paris shape in high store’s leading Glove—the Centemeri. The
he has acquired, and, with him as with other mortals, the careful inventory of the goods
bust and long hip lends itself readily to finest kid at $1.50, $1.25 and $1 .00.
Buy a sA SQUARE BLANKET for Street use.
force involved in his make-up continues to move “along lines would be made and in order not to
Buy
a
5A
BIAS
GIRTH
BLANKEST
for
Stable.
shaping.
They are the acme of perfection.
Men’s walking Kid Gloves at $1.00 in all
of least resistence.” The spasmodic kicker can do great excite any disfavor in the White
Look
for
SA
Stay
under
Strapt.
B
E
W
A
R
E
O
f
IMITATIONS.
$1.00
and
$1.50.
House they would be valued as low
shades.
stunts, but his staying power as a kicker is usually limited
LOOMER’S unbreakable side steel corset
M a d e by W M . A Y R E S A S O N S , P h ila d e lp h ia , P a.
as possible. Therefore inspectors
Ladles’ Silk Gloves, silk lined, $1.00.
to periods of extraordinary political excitation. Then he will who couldn’t tell jade from lapis
are designed for comfort and easy wearing
at popular prices.
Cashmere, silk lined, 50 cents.
kick high and hard, and does the public a real seryice by lazuli or royal satsuma from Copen
Dozens of other makes.
Cashmere, fleece lined, 25 cents.
hurting somebody. This accomplished, he quits kicking and hagen are to be given the task of
is not loathe to help care for the wounded if they are—peni appraisement with full instructions ing him an incentive to a lying,
tent. The chronic kicker kicks some more, and, by way of a as to the injustice of taxing the smuggling evasion of the law. If
President’s daughter an unseemly
little variation, he'sometimes kicks himself.
FOR H O U SE H O L D OR
amount. And meanwhile what of we are to have custom laws let
T hat’s the difference. Long live the kickers! They the rulers of Japan, China, Corea them be enforced; if we are to have
PERSON AL U SE.
represent some of the salt of the earth.
and the friendly ex-princes of the none spare people the humiliation,
Our assortment for the fall season is
3S T O R R I S T O W N .
Philippines? They are sitting at delay and fuss of a custom examin
now on exhibition and is unsurpassed in
variety, ranging from the most elabor
home reading with astonishment ation of goods which they have not
S everal conclusions, based upon the election figures an that their gifts are still lying in the bought to sell.
ate to the simplest and least costly.
AND
nounced last week, stand out with sufficient prominence to Georgetown ^custom house while the
ECONOMIC VALUE OF GRAPE
Government is preparing for its
be easily observed:
VINES.
selected from such a stock as this are a
petty,
pestiferous
hustle
for
a
few
F irst: The voters of Philadelphia side-tracked the pro
perpetual delight to the recipient as
Aside from their economic value
dollars. They read that they are to
tective tariff idol as a savior in city government affairs.
well as being designed to be extremely
be appraised according to the grape vines are often cultivated for
useful.
They also re-established their ability to accomplish some judgment of customs inspectors purely ornamental purposes, owing
CORRECT ENGRAVING.
thing very definite and substantial when aroused.
who wouldn’t know teak wood from to their beautiful foliage and the
Our store is packed with new suits and overcoats for men, young men, boys and child
ren, selected with great care from the best houses in the country.
Second: A great many thousand Republicans in the State weathered oak and that Secretary rich coloration they assume, the
Merchandise of merit from
Onr garments show first-class workmanship, tip-top trimmings ; the canvas In onr suits
registered their emphatic condemnation of incompetent, Taft has said that all the presents shade they afford, and their hardi
is all shrank, consequently our suits keep the shape.
hood and longevity. The vine is the best makers is the principal
together
wouldn’t
bring
two
mercenary, wholly selfish, and tyrannical bosses; of the ap
J ew eler and Optician,
We handle no sweatshop goods. Furthermore, we do not misrepresent anything we
hundred and fifty dollars at an one of the few plants that can be inducement to . trade here—
propriation of the influence of State Treasury funds to en auction.
sell. Are satisfied with a small margin of profit and onr prices are lower than anywhere else.
Does any one suppose conveniently grown in cities or
hance the private pecuniary interests of some of the high that their pride of being in friendly towns either as bushes or for mak Prices next—New Styles just as 1 6 E ast M ain Street,
In fact our store is the only place where you can get full value for your money.
cockalorums in public life ; and, of the assumption of arbi relation with the United States is ing delightful arbors that not only
Our M e n ’s Suits
Spring and
NORRISTOWN, PA.
trary power on the part of political bosses, by reason of the increased by such information? beautify the home, but furnish cool soon as issued, are here for up- Open Evenings.
RANGING IN PRICE
F all Overcoats
encouragement afforded by big majorities. There are enough Does any one suppose that they re ing shade and luscious fruit. The to-the-minute buyers.
From $ 5 to $18.00
joice that they paid honor and dis more tender sorts can be grown in
IN LIGHT TOP COAT AND
are made ot the latest fabrics, fancy stripes
Republicans in the State to turn Democrats or Prohibitionists
tinguished courtesy to the daugh graperies in many regions with
and plaid worsted and cheviots ; double
LONG OXFORD
on election day, to knock into smithereens even a Roose- ter of the President of such a good profit, and when grown in
and single breasted black suits of Clay un
finished
worsted
and
thibet.
veltian majority, when they get wide-awake.
cheese paring, dollar chasing, pots not only serve as handsome
From $ 7 .5 0 to $15.00
Third: There are several thousand very independent Republic? The popular pride in decorations in the dwelling and on
The Prevailing Styles
Do not forget If you want a raincoat, we
$ 8 to $ 2 5 .
Republican voters.in Montgomery county who are not easily the country has been given a rude the table, but add one of the Choicest
For
Young
Men
have
them on hand at $10 and $15. For
morsels to the menu as well. To
are double breasted worsted and overshot
cajoled or hoodwinked. They are Republicans, but they are shock by this ridiculous business. of
When
we
say
new
suits
we
the same raincoat you pay in the city $14
on friendship, petty stick quote the language of an enthusiast:
plaid cheviots, all sizes, prices from $5 to
not willing that their political vision shall overlook question Spying
$14.00.
ling for the dollar due, looking gift “The grape is the poor man’s fruit, mean it—they’re new. Coats
aud $20. You will make a great mistake
able conduct of public officials. They demand wise leader horses in the mouth,—these are not especially one who has only a house
We never forget the big and little hoys.
if you don’t come to our store. We can
We have a good assortment In suits and
ship and the competent and honest administration of county the characteristics of a great lot of the smallest possible dimen longer, vents deeper and lapels
overcoats
and
think
we
can
suit
you.
save you money.
sions. He can plant vines beside
affairs. Had there been evidence of graft existing among people.
his cottage and their roots will ex larger. Of course you won’t The Greatest $3 Shoe Tor Women.
But the commotion in connection tend and profitably occupy every
public servants in this county, the result on Tuesday of last
inch of ground underneath it, and find this kind in most stores, Made from flne selected Kid and Patent Colt
week would have been largely Democratic, instead ef heavily with the affairs of Miss Roosevelt from
Leather. Hand sewed. Blncher and Lace,
that small space produce all
and full toes and heels, for fit and
Republican. The Lincoln party acted with entire fairness ; serves to bring to mind the whole the fruit his family can consume, but we’re telling you about the medium
wear are unexcelled.
while
the
vines
afford
shade
and
and |for this reason, if for no other, they should be fairly farcical system of collecting tariff
Women’s Fine Kid Shoes, Good
and add beauty to his new clothes here.
6 6 and 6 8 E. M ain S t.,
year welt, same as band-made, $2.50.
on goods brought home by tourists. protection
reckoned with, and not underestimated, in the future.
little home, occupying no space,
Women’s Fine Shoes, Blucher or
Each returning traveler from either above or below the ground,
Lace, for only $2.00.
NO R R ISTO W N , PA.
abroad is allowed one hundred to interfere with other interests,
Store Open Monday and Friday
Governor Samuel Whitaker P enn ypacker has issued dollars worth of personal effects, aud producing more fruit in less
Store closes Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday at 6 p. m. Monday and Friday at 9 p. m.
Evenings.
time and with less labor and atten
Saturday at 10 o’clock.
a proclamation authorizing an .extra session of the General and all that he has bought in tion
than any other thing that was
foreign
countries
over
this
amount
Assetnoiy of this C o m mrovwealfcfe, b e g in n in g J a n u a r y 1 5,1906,
ever planted.”
Main St
he is supposed to declare. Customs
to consider legislation upon the following subjects :
Norristown.
officers board incoming ships at
If two dollars is your price
First—To enable contiguous cities in the same counties to be united Quarantine, near New York and
AT
in>one municipality in order that the people may avoid the unncessary
for a stiff or soft hat come
the passengers make a declaration
burdens of maintaining separate city governments.
to them of dutiable articles. That
straight here. Few hats that
Second—To increase the interest paid by banks, trust companies and is, at least, the supposition but the
^
g *
similar institutions for the use of the State moneys, to impose proper
sell for $2.50 ate as good as our
truth falls wide of the mark. The
limitations upon the amount of such moneys to be held by each of such in
principal topic of the return trip
Are Worth More Than
stitutions, to make it a misdemeanor to pay or receive, to offer or request
$2.00 ones. They’re to be had
Choice new things in Dress to 12£c., 36 in. only 12£c. Choice
among passengers has been the
A ll O u r A d v e r t is in g .
any money or valuable thing or promise for the use of such moneys other
Goods.
Early purchasing of our designs for Kimonas and Wrap
customs “house and the discussion
only here. All the New Styles,
Fall Stock enables us to secure pers.
than the interest payable to the State, etc.
whether it is better to declare notbWe have them by the thousands and they
hem at old prices, so that there
Third—To reapportion the State into Senatorial and Representative or undervalue a few things and
We venture the assertion that we
arc telling friends of the satisfaction in too. We believe we can sell
need not be any advance in our have the largest assortment and
districts.
declare them to avoid suspicion. Banking at the Penn Trust Company
prices, except in a few instances.
choicest line of Outing Flannels in
you a better hat, at any price
Fourth—To provide for the personal registration of voters.
Reputable and wealthy citizens are That’s how our business grows.
Dress Goods for Tailored Suits town, 6 |c. up. Compare our 9c.
Fifth—To provide for the government of cities of the first class and returning with their overcoats in
in variety, from 48c. to $1.98.
quality with those other stores ask
Are you one of the thousands getting 3 you want to pay, than you can
the proper distribution of the power exercised by such municipalities.
terlined with their wives silk
Gray will be one of the leading 10c. for.
per
cent,
interest
on
your
money
for
every
Sixth—To designate the amount to be expended each year in the stockings. Woman who are mem
get elsewhere. Sole agency for
shades and we have them in Wool
A full line of White and Colored
day it is here, subject to withdrawal with
erection of county bridges, and to take such other measures in regard to
Crash, one of the leaders for fall. Wool Flannels at popular prices.
bers of the church, leaders of the
Dunlap Hats. Stiff Hats, $1
them as safety may require.
out notice ?
Then, too, we have some choice In White Domet Flannels, 4c. to 12Jo.
purity and reform leagues and
Seventh—To abolish fees in the offices of the Secretary of the Com
visible Plaids in the popular shades. New Prints and Percales. A large
to
$5.00.
Soft
Hats,
50c.
to
mothers of children whom they are
For Gowns lighter weight material assortment of New Dress Trim
monwealth and the Insurance Commissioner.
bringing up in the straight and
will be used. Henriettas, Surah mings.
$5.00.
We most heartily applaud the Governor for supple narrow path have had the linings of
Serges, Batistes and Mohairs.
Underwear suitable for the sea
menting the voice of the people of the State at the ballot box their new gowns covered with
Cloths suitable for Ladies’ and son for men, women and children.
Cor. Main end Swede Sts.
Children’s Coats, 75c. to $1.98.
As usual our Hosiery stock is
by such action as will afford the members of the General worn ones, are wearing bosoms full
NORRISTOWN,PA.
A large assortment of Rain- very large. Special values in
of
lace
and
gloves
and
dress
Assembly the opportunity to promptly put the verdict of the
Proof Cloth, $1 00 to $1 98
Children’s Hose at 10c., 12^o., 15c.,
“ The Company that pays 3% interest
patterns of silk swathed about
people into practical effect. Those who question the pro their bodies. The customs officer for every day the money is on deposit”
Wool Waistings are coming into 19c. and 25c. ,
No. 221 High S t.,
favor. We have them from 15c. to
Butterick’s Patterns and period
priety of the Governor’s action at once question the right of accepts their declaration that they
75c. a yard. New Flannelettes 6^c. icals.
P
O
T
T
S
T
O
W
N
the people to have their decrees executed with promptness, are bringing in ninety dllars worth
and herein is involved a consideration of importance, viz: of goods without the turn of an
Is called to the enlargement
Frequently expressions of the popular will have been eyelash. He knows they are lying
of the C O L L E G E V IL L E
229 High Street.
Pottstown, Pa.
and they know it but he respects
•MARKET,providing
improved
thwarted, as to execution, by constitutional and statutory pro them for it because it saves him
facilities for conducting its
growing business. In addi
visions, necessitating official delay. The Governor has done time and allows him to get into New
SEASONABLE
ft
tion to our regular stock of
F R E S H AND SMOKED f t
it
the right thing, and he has strengthened himself mightily York and off duty sooner. When
MEATS, BUTTER, EGGS,
ft
with the people of the State in doing so. He has put his in the passengers are landed and the FRUITS, VEGETABLES, SAUSAGE,
FOR —
tellectual ability, his moral stamina, and his amplitude of trunks taken off and inspector is SCRAPPLE, IMPORTED SWEITZER and
found
who
glances
at
the
trunk
and
FULL
CREAM
CHEESE,
we
have
added
a
courage, to excellent use. Pennsylvanians may yet learn to
asks?” Having sworn to one lie
know, and more fully appreciate, Governor Pennypacker as the passenger takes the second as line of GROCERY SPECIALTIES, which
-ANDhe really is at heart; not as he has been represented by those easily as a duck takes to water. A we offer at attractive prices. Also MAUR ft
ICE RIVER COVE OYSTERS of superior
who would ridicule him. Give the General Assembly, when woman with three wardrobe trunks, quality and flavor, shipped us direct from
AND
it convenes, a straight-from-the-shoulder message, Governor! six hat trunks and eight other the celebrated oyster beds.
boxes firmly declares that she has
#
*
1
#We aim to give the best in quality at bot t t
not brought home over her hundred
tom
p ices; guaranteeing satisfaction,
Admitting, without question, Governor Pennypacker’s dollars worth, which includes what
Respectfully,
In making your purchase» at
“irrevocable determination (three or four weeks ago) to con she took with her. The inspector
Blankets or Every DeB . R E D F IE L D .
FENTON’S STORE. Years of
vene the General Assembly in special session” to enact cer takes the keys and opens the trunks.
scriptiois.
experience enables the proprietor
to know just what to buy, how
tain legislation, withoul respect to what the result of the To inspect each article and estimate
llmierwear for Men,
See the handsome line o f Art
its value would take not less than
to buy, and how to sell the thou
it
election might be,—what of the admission? Ju st this: The
sand and more articles kept In
P O T T S T O W N , P E N N ’A.
Women and Children.
tweve hours of ' attentive work,
Pictures, novelties, etc. All the
f t stock in a thoroughly equipped
Governor then saw the need of “certain legislation” as the study examination and comparison,
F O R
- A . X j X j3
new goods, the finest assortment Resigns and Estimates Furn
general store.
Dress Goods, Ginghams,
people saw it, and as the people voted. The Governor was but there are perhaps one thousand
I
N
A
L
L
SIZ
E
S.
Colicoes —good qualities
ished Free of Charge.
with the people then, as to needed legislation, and he is with •other trunks [to be examined before
In DRY GOODS, GROCER
ot up-to-date goods to be fonnd
Collars, Ties, Suspenders, Lace Col
at reasonable prices.
IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED
them now ; and he has the nerve to exercise his rightful, night. He rams a hand down one lars, Belts, Fancy Work, Muslins, Ging
anywhere. Yon are invited to
f t GOODS, or in any department of
»ERKIOMEN VAI.LEÏ
side of the trunk, glances at the
constitutional authority.
Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
it the big store on the corner you f t
hams, Ready-made Wrappers, Aprons,
call and inspect at the BOOK,
trays, slams down the lids and
o f Montgomery County.
will find what you want at the
&c.
Also
DRESSMAKERS’
SUPPLIES
1
STATIONERY and ART STORE
slaps the label on the outside which
right price.
WASHINGTON LETTER. the zenith of its absurdity and may declares that there is nothing duti and all the little things you just need at
OF
For Men, Ladies and Children,
Ready-made Pantaloons and I
well be a spectacle to make a able therein. He does the same
Incorporated May 13, 1871.
the
kind
that
wear.
M
rs.
Frances
B
a
rre
tt’s,
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s
From Our Regular Correspondent.,
patriotic American blush for his with all the trunks; doesn’t even
Main St ., N bak Station ,
Boots and Shoes are among the f t
ft
• W ashington , D.C. N ov . 9,1905.— native land. These gifts were made look in the hand bags, and lo, the
ft
specialties.
Complete Line of
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
by a people anxious to pay tribute work is done. The person of all
ft
The figure that the United States
231 HIGH ST R E E T ,
and Glassware, Paints,
to a country for which they have at
it Oil,Crockery
customs office is making in the present respect and awe. They who makes the inspector tired is
Putty, Hardware.
the honest man who declares the
ft
ft
matter of exacting duties on the welcomed an opportunity to pay a articles he has bought. When an
P O T T S T O W N .
Gents’ Furnishing Goods in
INSURANCE IN FORCE, $9,000,000.
i
t
P
variety.
the presents brought home by Miss tribute to it and they did it in the article is declared it has to be ex
Roosevelt from China, Japan and best and most respectful form they amined and that takes time which is
And Provisions.
Office o f the Company t
ft
the Philippines is not dignified knew. Miss Roosevelt was with the very thing the inspector does
f
t
even if it is backed by the Presi out alternative in the matter of not want to give.
The customs
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
dent in his dual role of father and accepting them. To have rejected laws are in fact made to be evaded
Farms and
International Stoch Food
A. D. FETTEROLF, Sbckbtabt.
head of State. In attempting to en them would have been to offer an and the Government takes a hand
KENTUCKY
and Poultry Powder.
ft
Country Property H. W. KRATZ,
President,
insult
to
the
countries
which
had
force the tariff laws in regard to
C O L L E C IG V IU E , P A .
—IN—
in the farcical if not vicious busi
No doubt she ness of a petty prying into a man’s
dutiable articles brought into the entertained her.
Norristown, Pa.
Collegeville and Vicinity*
Gold medal«
country by travelers the Govern was bored by the presentations and private affairs, of putting' him on
No charge unless we secure you a pur
Regular office day of the Secretary, Friday
E.
G.
Brownback,
chaser. Drop us a postal and we will call ; of each week .; also every evening.
ment always places itself in a con it is doubtful if she would have his honor and then proving that it
or send ns a description.
§
w
#
temptible
and
contradictory looked twice at the gifts if thgy doubts him and finally by means of
TRAPPE, PA.
it
GOTW AL3 & BEYER,
position. In this case it reaches bad been displayed at an exhibition the inspectors it employs furnisb- For Sale by WM, F, A . TITU S. ft
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C hristm as Exercises.

H orse Sold for $3000.

The Lower Providence Baptist
Sunday School will hold their an
nual Christmas exercises on Thurs
day evening, December 21.

William D. Althouse’s great sale
of William Penn stock of speed and
speed prospects, including horses
with and without marks, drew a
large crowd of horsemen to the
William Penn Bazaar in Philadel
phia Wednesday afternoon of last
week. There were 41 of the horses
catalogued sold for a total of$18,095,
an average of $441. A. Penn, the
son of William Penn, 2.071, who
made a mark this year of 2.08|,
brought $3000.

Installing G as G en erato r

J. C. Landes is installing an
acetylene gas generator ia bis resi
dence, this borough, that will afford
v parish of St. Paul’s Memorial P. £. Church, ample illumination for his home.
CHURCH SERVICES.

Oaks» Perkiomen, Audubon. The Rev. Tj P.
Egc, rector. Sunday services: Union Church,
Audubon, 10.45 a. m., with Holy Communion
first in month. St. Paul’s, Oaks, 3.80 p. m.,
with Holy Communion third in month 8.30 a.
m. Children’s Evensong last in month 3 p. m.
Sunday School 2.80 p. m. Vested choir. Free
sittings. Cordial welcome. The rector, resid
ing at Oaks, will be pleased to receive calls for
~ visitation or ministration. Address Oaks P. O.
Lower Providence Baptist Church. Preach
ing services 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m., every
Sunday, Rev. F. W. Randall, pastor. Bible
chool, 0.30 a. m. Prayer meeting, Wednesday
evening at 7.30. Shannonvllle Mission, every
second Sunday evening a t 7.30; Bible school,
Sundays, at 2.30 p. m.; prayer meeting, Tues
days at 7.80 p.m.; Rev. S. O. Perry, pastor.
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. W.D.Hallman
pastor. Sabbath School, 9.30 a. m. Preaching,
10.80 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and prayer ser
vice, 7 p. m.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
S L. Messinger, S. T. 1)., pastor. Sunday
School at 9 a. m. Preaching every Sunday
at 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Junior Endeavor
prayer meeting, Sunday, at 2 p. m. Y. P. S.
O. E. prayer meeting, Sunday, at 6.45 p. m.
Congregational prayer meeting on Wednesday
evening at 7.30 o’clock. All are cordially in
vited to attend the services.
The Collegeville Charge, Rev. J . H. Hen
dricks, Minister. Collegeville Church: Saturday—Catechetios at 1.30 p. m. Sunday—Sun
day School at 9 a. m., and Rally Day services in
church auditorinm at 10 a. m.; the Junior C. E.
prayer service at 2 p. m., and the Y . P. S . C.
E. prayer service at 7 p. m , and preaching at
7.45 o’clock.
The Skippackville Church—Sunday School at
1.80 p. m., and preaching at 2.30 p. m.
The Rahn’s Station Chapel—Sunday School
a t2 p. m., and preaching at 7.15 o’clock.
Trappe Circuit of the United Evangelical
Church, Rev. H. P. Hagner, pastor. Services
as follows : At Limerick — Saturday evening,
preaching at 7.45 p. m., by Rev. A. M. Sampsel, P. E., followed with revival service. On
the Sabbath, at Limerick—Sunday School, 9.15
a. in.; prayer meeting, 10 a. m.t communion at
10.80, Presiding Elder A. M. Sampsel will
preach; 7.15 p. m., Christian Endeavor ; at 7.45
p. m., revival services. At Trappe — Sunday
School, 2 p. m. At Zieglersville—-Sunday School
2 p.m. Public invited.

Home and Abroad.
—Snow, Monday night,
—Fifteen degrees above zero
— Tuesday morning.
—That will do for the first half of
November.
—Governor Pennypacker’s proc
lamation hits upon the same date
designated by President Roosevelt
for
—Thanksgiving Day: — Novem
ber 30.
—The information that turkeys
are more pentiful this year than
last may give rise to
—Some thanks in advance.
—We never know a greater char
acter unless there is in ourselves
something congenial to it.—Chan
ging.
—Jacob Eitzel, of Clingan, Berks
County, made 2044 gallons of cider
from his crop of apples.

C harity H ospital Bazaar.

-The Charity Hospital Bazaar is on
in City Hall, Norristown, this
week. A good supper served for
25 cents, every evening This
undertaking in behalf of charity
deserves liberal patronage.
Philadelphia M arkets.

Wheat, 82; corn, 63c.;
oats,
37c.; winter bran, $17.50; timothy
hay, $15.50; mixed hay, $13; steers,
4 to 5$c.; fat cows, 3 | a 4c.; sheep,
2 to 6c.; lambs, 5} to 7£c.; hogs,
7} a 71c.
S hipm ent of C anned Corn and
Tom atoes.

—Wanted: Sleighs to paint at R.
H. Grater’s new shop, Cross Keys.
—Elmer Beard, of Lebanon, was
badly peppered with a companion’s
shot, fired at a rabbit.
—In the ashes of a burned freight
car at Beaver was found the charred
body of an unknown boy.
—There are 20,000 more men than
women in Iowa, and the State is
also short of school teachers.
—Butchers’ meat is now more
expensive in Germany than in any
other European country except
Russia.

Funeral of Mrs. Eisenberg.

The funeral of Kate, widow of the
late Samuel Y. Eisenberg, of Lim
erick Square, who was fatally in
jured beginning of last week by
falling down the steps leading to
the bottom of a deep cave at her
home, was held on Sunday at 10.30.
All services were held at the
United Evangelical church ; in
terment at the Limerick Centre
cemetery. Deceased was in her
67th year and leaves an aged
mother and her brother Jacob T.
Miller.
M eeting of Farm ers a t th e Court
House.

—One township election board
Od Tuesday next at 10.30 at the
had to make three attempts before court
house, Norristown, a public
it could correct its returns to suit meeting
will be held for the pur
the York County Court.
pose of disseminatiqg information as
—Two thousand persons attended to the best method of saving fruit
the funeral of the late Bishop Mar trees from the ravages of the San
tin Rutt, of the Mennonite church, Jose scale. An assistant of Prof.
Surface, of the State Department,
at Mount Joy.
and J. R. Davis, expert for this
—Slipping on a banana peel at county, of Eagleville, will be pres
Allentown Cornelius McCloon, a ent to impart information. A pub
bridge-builder, broke his shoulder lic demonstration will be held in
the afternoon of the same day in the
and was severely bruised.
orchard of Mr. Wilson, near,Hoyt.
—A sneak thief robbed the resi
dence of Frank Spohn, of Breinigs- Official C ount of Vote of M ontgom
ville, of $100, while he was. making
ery County.
sauerkraut in his cellar.
The official count of the election
—The hours we pass with happy vote was finished at 11 o ’clock Satur
prospects in view are more pleasing day morning. It shows a plurality
than those crowded with fruition.— of 5613 for Berry. The Lincoln
Goldsmith.
vote was 3007. Five election boards
were called upon to recount their
~Henry Thomas, of Flick ville, vote. They were the Second and
Northampton county, voted as '‘No. Third Wardsof WestConshobocken,
92” on his ninety-second birthday the lower district of Upper Provi
anniversary, and says he hopes to dence, Second Ward of Royersford,
cast a ballot at 100.
and Second Ward of Conshobocken.
STATE TREASURER.
—The friends of Michael Longabaugh, of Mont Clare, assembled at Plummer, Republican....................... 9839
61
his home on Saturday evening and Plummer, Citizens.............................
tendered him a surprise, incident
T o ta l............................................. 9900
to the 80th anniversary of his birth. Berry, Democrat.............................. 11,301
Great G am e of Foot Ball.

T Häst ^Saturday afternoon the
University of Pennsylvania team
defeated the Harvard team at foot
ball on Franklin Field, Philadelphia,
by a score of 12 to 6, in the pres
ence of 22,000 spectators. Frank
Hobson, son of Mr. and Mrs. F. G.
■Hobson, of this borough filled the
position of left guard with the Uni
versity team and received much
credit for his excellent work.

is often as great as woman’s. But T1
*ustm, Mgr. of the “Republican,” of
nwortb, Ind., was not unreasonable
re»used to allow the doctors to oper
4*efop female trouble. “Indeed
li;8’ lfwe concluded to try Electric B
v y Wlfe wa®then so sick she could 1
'eave her bed, and five (5) pbysiolat;
Bit, .t0 relieve her. After taking E
,
8 s5e was perfectly cured, an
.j Perform all her household di
Ä M j l l ä by Joseph W. Culbert.drv
*rice ay ceots.

W hirled to Death.

Caught in the powerful machinery
at the Rapid Transit power house at
Ogontz, Monday morning, Percy
Arkinstall, aged 25, was whirled to
a horrible death. He was employed
as as electrician, and was cleaning
a part of the machinery when his
sleeve caught and he was drawn
into the ponderous machine. His
one cry was heard, and the engines
were stopped. The workmen found
his body horribly mangled and
crushed, and his life soon ebbed
away. He lived at La Motte, the
sole support of his two sisters, one
a cripple, the other his housekeeper.
His mother died about a year ago.

Last week two car-loads of canned
corn and tomatoes were" shipped to
M eeting of Fire Company.
Comly and Fannigan, Philadelphia,
A regular meeting of the Fire
for storage and sale, from the can Company of this borough was held
nery in this borough.
Monday evening.
The business
transacted was principally of a
routine character. The following
H eadquarters Valued a t $18,000.
fire alarm code will be posted in the
The jury appointed by the court power plant for the convenience of
to determine the amout which the the engineer in blowing the fire
Valley Forge Park Commission alarm whistle: The whistle will be
should pay the Valley Forge Me used every Saturday, at noon. In
morial Association for W ashing the event of fire, one long whistle
ton’s Headquarters at Valley Forge will sound a general alarm. The
has decided to allow the sum of location of the fire will be indicated
$18,000 for the historic premises.
by one short whistle for First
avenue; two short whistles for
Second avenue, and so on up to
Mr. Todd Extends Thanks.
avenue, which will require
Wm. Todd, Jr., of Norristown, Eighth
eight
short
alarms.
desires to express through the
columos of the I n d e pe n d e n t hiß
very grateful appreciation to the
Death of Auctioneer Bergey.
voters of Collegeville for their ex
Abraham Bergey, aged 57, the
ceedingly generous support of his well-known auctioneer and consta
candidacy for Recorder of Deeds on ble, died suddenly on Sunday even
Tuesday of last week.
ing at his home in Norristown. He
retired a few minutes after 9 o ’clock,
having spent the evening with his
Trolley C ar H its Cattle.
’ A trolley car on the Schuylkill family. A half hour later Mrs.
Valley Traction line Monday even Bergey heard her husband breath
ing ran into a herd of cattle in the ing heavily. As this was unusual
eastern suburbs of Pottstown, kill she decided to make an investiga
ing three cows and injuring others. tion and found him unconscious.
The front vestibule of the car was A physician was summoned, but
damaged and the passengers were when he arrived he found that Mr.
badly shaken up.
No one was Bergey was dead. Deceased is sur
vived by a wife, three sous and two
injured.
daughters., The funeral will be
held this Thursday afternoon. In
More B ass for the Perkiomen.
terment will be at Jeffersonville
On Monday F. W. Gristock, of burying ground.
this borough, received from the
National Fishery at Washington
Diphtheria Antitoxin Free.
600 black bass and promptly placed
Five
hundred depots have been
them in the Perkiomen. Mr. Gris
tock, who is the most painstaking established throughout Pennsyl
piscatorial artist in this quarter, vania by State Health Commissioner
deserves the thanks of fishermen Dixon for the free distribution of
for increasing the number of bass diphtheria antitoxin. Drug stores
in cities and towns have been se
in the Perkiomen.
lected aS distributing depots, and
in the small villages the keeper of
C ablegram from Bogota.
the country store will dispense the
Tuesday of last week Mr. and serum. Physicians called in to at
Mrs. F. J. Clamer of this borough tend diphtheria patients who can
received a cablegram from their not afford to buy antitoxin may pro
son-in-law, Christian Bauer, of cure this remedy free of cost at the
Bogota, South America, which read: nearest distributing point, after
“Girl, both w ell.” Though brief, signing a receipt, if they will send
the message was sufficiently ex to the State Health Department a
planatory and our ex-Burgess at clinical report of the case on blanks
once put on a smile that won’t wear furnished by the distributing
stations.
off. Congratulations.

—Captain Amos Keiter, aged 97,
of Spring City, who has voted for
Lower D istrict Vote.
19 Presidents, marked his ticket
The vote in the lower district of
on election day, without using
Upper Providence at the recent
glasses.
election showed the total Republican
—Always to think the worst I and Lincoln figures to be 144; Demo
have ever found to be the mark of cratic, 77. The Lincoln vote was
a mean spirit and a base soul.— 21. Not much cutting was done ex
Bolingbroke.
cept as to the Republican candidate
—William Frank, of Boyertown, for State Treasurer, who ran 39
has raised a second crop of rasp votes behind the Republican-Lin
berries this year, some of them of coln vote for Auditor. Berry re
ceived a majority of 23.
extraordinary size.

Berry, Prohibition.......................
983
Berry, Independent........................... 222
Berry, Lincoln................................. 8007

Total...............................................15,513
Berry’s plurality, 5613.
RECORDER OF DEEDS.
Wells, Republican..............................10,325
Wells, Lincoln................................... 2,496
Todd, Democrat................................11,936
Wells’ plurality, 858.
REGISTER OF WILLS.
Caine, Republican..............................11,090
Caine, Lincoln„................................. 2,600
McCormick, Democrat...................... 10,855
Caine’s plurality, 2835.
CLERK OF COURTS.
Stillwagon, Republican.................... 11,216
Stillwagon, Lincoln.......................... 2,601
Embody, Democrat........................... 10,707
Stillwagon’s plurality, 3115.
DIRECTOR OF THE POOR.
McDowell, Republican...................... 11,200
McDowell, Lincoln........................... 2,554
Huber, Democrat.............................. 10,537
McDowell’s plurality, 3217.
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS.
Penrose, Republican......................... 10,988
Penrose, Lincoln............................... 2,501
Anders, Republican........................... 10,754
Anders, Lincoln................................. 2,522
Sbelmire, Democrat...........................10,919
Hendricks, Democrat........................ 10,840

Sespi-Centennialof St Luke’s Reformed
C M , Trappe.

S hot Struck Farm er’s E ar Instead
of Rabbit.

While husking corn in a field,
Jesse Stetler, a Lower Providence
farmer, fell a victim to the reckless
ness of one of a party of Norristown
gunners, and narrowly escaped
fatal injury or instant death. Ob
serving the protruding but partly
covered head of the farmer from
behind a “shock” of corn stalks,
the gunner blazed away in haste
belieVing, apparently, that he was
firing at a rabbit. The shot struck
Stetler’s left ear, whizzed by the
side of his head, grazing the scalp
in its passage. The ear was pain
fully injured and required the
attention of a physician.
Visiting Odd Fellows E ntertained.

The meeting of Economy Lodge
No. 397 I. O. O. F. on Saturday eve
ning was one of the most pleasant
and enthusiastic in the history of
the Lodge. At 8.20 a special trolley
car from Lansdale arrived with
about one hundred visitors from
Lansdale, North Wales, Souderton,
and Providence (Kulpsville) Lodges
Who filled Economy Hall to its ut
most capacity. After the usual ex
change of courtesies District Dep
uty Grand Master Joseph S. Kratz
took the chair, and called in suc
cession upon the Noble Grands-and
other members of each of the visit
ing Lodges.
Stirring addresses
were made by J. Wilmot Harvey, F.
L. Woodring, H. H. Beidler, H. S.
Gerhart and A. R. Place Esq., of
Lansdale, A. H, Apple and John C.
Boorse of Kulpsville, W. H. Freed
and Rev. Yearick of Souderton,
Robert Shepherd of North Wales
Lodge, and Rev. G. A. Wilsou of
North Wales, a member of Mount
Bethel Lodge No. 732. E. F. Slough
Esq., of Montgomery Lodge No. 57,
presented Economy Lodge with a
framed engrossed set of resolutions
drawn by a Committee consisting of
Frederick G. Kraft, S. B. Horning
M. D., and Roger D. Gotwals upon
the death of John W. Pugh, a former
well-known member of Economy
Lodge who died August 18, 1893.
These resolutions upon Bro. Pugh’s
death were presented to bis sisters,
and upon the settling up of the
estate came into the possession of
Attorney Slough.
The presenta
tion was accepted on behalf of Econ
omy Lodge by. William H. White.
William H. Custer and Rodger D.
Gotwals of Economy also spoke
words of welcome to the visiting
brothers. Shortly after ten o ’clock
the Lodge adjourned and the visi
tors were placed in charge of the
refreshment committee consisting of
H. H. Koons, W. H. Grater and
Daniel H. Rartman until their
special arrived at 11.20 to take them
hojne, when they departed well
pleased with their visit to old Econ
omy, amid cheers which disturbed
the slumbers of some of the resi
dents of the lower end of our
borough.

Son Lost Mother.
“Consumption runs In our family, and
through it I lost my mother,” writes E. B.
Reid, of Harmony, Me. “ For the past five
years, however, on the slightest sign of a
cough or cold, I have taken Dr. King’s New
Discovery for Consumption, which has
saved me from serious lung trouble.” His
mother’s death was a sad loss for Mr. Reid,
but he learned that lung trouble must not
be neglected, and how to cure it. Quickest
relief and cure for coughs and colds. Price
50e. and $1.00. Guaranteed at Joseph W.
Culbert’s drug store. Trial bottle free.

REV. S. L. MESSINGER, S. T. D., PASTOR.

Luke’s Church in Relation to the
Church at Large.”
To-morrow (Friday) evening Rev.
T. Reber ' Taggart will represent
the Lower Providence Presbyterian
■church, in kindly greeting, a male
quartette will sing “ The Wondrous
Cross,” and Rev. E. S. Bromer, D.
D., of the Ursinus School of The
ology, will preach on the “ Present
Day Mission of the Local Church.”
On Sunday morning the discourse
will be delivered by Rev. D. W.
Ebbert, D. D., President of Ursinus
College, on the subject, “Looking
Forward. ”
Sunday evening will mark the
commencement of a series of evan
gelistic services, to continue every
evening next week. Preaching by
Rev. Chas. H. Slinghoff, of Brownback’s Reformed church, Chester
county.
U RSIN U S COLLEGE NOTES.

A large body of Ursinus stu
dents attended the Gettysburg-Ursinus game in Reading, Saturday.
Caroline Elizabeth Paiste has been
registered at the Dean’s office for
departmental honors.
The members of the senior class
were entertained at dinner on the
3d instant by their classmate, Miss
Hobson, at her home in College
ville.
The fall meeting of the Board of
Directors was held in Norristown on
the 8th instant. Another meeting
will be held at the same place on
December 5.
All the lecture rooms in Bomber
ger Hall have been furnished with
new chairs with writing boards for
the use of students. Forty new
desks have been placed in the study
hall of the Academy.
A series of life-work addresses
has been planned for the weekly
meetings of the Y. M. C. A., during
the year. The first of these ad
dresses was delivered by Professor
W. A. Kline on “The Ministry.”
The program for the first meeting
of the Ursinus Union is as follows:
Paper on Chinese Education by L.
Dale Crunkleton; Report from the
department of Education by Pro
fessor Omwake; Paper on the Re
newal of Soil Fertility by D. Reiner
Faringer; Report from the Depart
ment of Biology by Professor Shaw.
This week being the week of
prayer in American colleges, a se
ries of general religious meetings
is being conducted under the au
spices of College Y. M. C. A. The
speaker for Wednesday evening:
Rev. Edward S. Bromer, D. D.;
Thursday evenin g,\H . M. Dyckmao, D. D.; Saturday evening, Rev.
S. L. Messinger, S. T. D.

The initial service attending a
very proper celebration of the one
hundred and fiftieth anniversary of
the first house of worship of St.
Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe,
and the one hundred and sixty-third
anniversary of the founding of the
congregation, was held Sunday
morning at 10.30. The importance
of the occasion attracted the pres
ence of a large attendance of mem
bers and friends, who thoroughly
appreciated the concisely prepared
and authoritative history of the
church and congregation by the
pastor Rev. S. L. Messinger, S. T.
D. Dr. Messinger disproved some
statements that have passed cur
rent for many years with relation to
the early days of the congregation
and bestowed just credit upon
James I. Good, D. D., whose tire
less efforts in the line of research in
Holland and Germany resulted in
the fortunate discovery of ancient
documents and church reports that
afforded much information of es
pecial value as to the pioneer work
wrought by the early pastors and
members of the congregation, in the
time of its youth, when it was strug
gling for existence. Dr. Messinger
proved" "conclusively that the con
gregation was founded by Rev.
John Philip Boehm in October, 1742-,
and that for a while thereafter
religious services were held in
barns, that later the congregation
worshipped for a time in the old
(Lutheran) church, and in 1755 built
a log church on a site included in
the present cemetery. The log edi
fice- was used for hospital purposes
during the Revolution and served
the congregation until 1835, when a
more commodious structure was
located upon the same site. In 1874
a new location was chosen and the
present edifice was erected. This Paragraphs From Yerkes.
was enlarged by the addition of two
The Upper Providence Alumni
Sunday School rooms in 1887. A
thorough renovation and the instal Association will hold its regular
lation of a large pipe organ followed meeting in the Mennonite schoolin 1904. Since its beginning St. house, Saturday evening, Novem
Luke’s church has had the service ber 19. It is hoped that a large
of sixteen pastors, as follows: Rev. number of the members will be
John Philip Boehm, 1742-1748; Rev. present. All are welcome to come
John Philip Leydich, 1748-1781; and hear the literary program to be
Rev. John Herman Wynckbaus, given after the business meeting.
1784-1787; Rev. Fred. Wm. VanderDaniel Raudenbusb, whoihas been
sloot, Jr., 1813-1818; Rev. Lebrecht living in John I. Bechtel’s tenant
Fred. Herman, 1818-1820; Rev. John house, has removed his family to
C. Guldin, D. D., 1820-1841; Rev. Chicago, from whence they came
Jacob Wm. Hangen, 1841-1843; Rev. last spring.
Andrew S. Young, 1843-1844; Rev.
Mrs. Davis Raudenbush, who has
John R. Kooken, 1845-1846; Rev.
Alfred B. Shenkle, 1847-1867; Rev. been suffering for some time with a
Hi H. W. Bibshman, D. D., 1867- broken hip-bone, is improving as
1869; Rev. J. H. A. Bomberger, D. well as can be expected. She now
D . , LL. D., 1870-1883; Rev. H. T. sits up in a chair.
Spangler, D. D ., 1884-1886 and 18891890; Rev. J. B. Shumaker, D. D.,
1886-1889; Rg.v." Edwin C. HibshItems From Trappe.
man, 1891-1896. Rev. S. L. Mess
On Monday ground was broken
inger, S. T. D., was called in No
vember, 1896, entered upon the for the construction of a house on
duties of the pastorate on January Dr. J. W. Royer’s lot, opposite his
1, 1897, and has since met with present office and residence.
marked success in his ministerial ef
E. Beckman, of the Fountain Inn,
forts. In closing his admirable his left Monday night for a two weeks’
torical sermon, which will no doubt hunting trip in the western part
be issued in pamphlet form, Dr. of the State.
Messinger paid a fitting tribute to
Joseph H. Shuler, of Norristown,
the pastors and members of the con
gregation who worshipped and was in town Monday evening.
iabored with religious zeal during
A special meeting of the vestry
the past century and a half and re men of the Lutheran church was
ferred with expressions of tender held Monday evening. The Tele
pathos to tire many sad farewells phone Company was granted the
that were spoken by pastor and right to plant poles in front of the
people in the onward march of time church property.
and amid the changing scenes in
Much interest is being taken in
terwoven in the history of one hun
dred and fifty years of the existence the historical services at the Re
of St. Luke’s Reformed Church. Dr. formed church, this week. See
Messinger was assisted by Dr. further mention in another column.
Spangler in the devotional exercises
One of the fresh cows sold at
of the morning, and excellent music Seanor and Tucker’s sale, Saturday,
for the occasion was furnished by brought $71.
the choir, led by C. A. Wismer.
The Dorcas Society of the U. E.
SUNDAY EVENING.
church will meet at the home of Mr.
The large auditoriumof the church and Mrs. Harvey Moyer, near Yer
was again filled at the evening ser kes, on Saturday, November 18,
vice and the very interesting ser at 2 o ’clock p. m.
mon by Rev: H. T. Spangler, D. D.,
Ex-Burgess Shuler had the mis
was listened to with close attention. fortune to fall from the table of a
Dr. Spangler spoke in his usual threshing machine and fracture a
scholarly manner of the “ Distinctive rib. Dr. Anders attended to the
Characteristics of
St.
Luke’s injury.
Church,”, and enumerated and ana
lyzed the various influences which
FROM OAKS.
added impressive force to the work
of the church in years gone by.
Well, every one should be satis
The evangelistic character of the
services, with special reference to fied with the result of Tuesday’s
the zealous revivalistic efforts in election, particularly those who
former years, the unbroken line of voted with the majority. When we
strong men serving as elders, the landed in Port Providence there
liberality of well-to-do members and was every indication that something
the absence of dictatorial authority was up, that the citizens of the
assumed by liberal contributors, place expected another flood, back
and the evidence of fraternal good water from the Perkiomen, that
fellowship within the congregation Plummer wor dun gone up, played
and as manifested toward other out, sho enuff, that where the plum
churches in the community, were tree grew would now be planted a
noted as among the “distinctive Berry tree, if it was not an arbor
characteristics’1 of St. Luke’s day. Those whom we looked to as
church. The sermon was received political leaders were absent. The
with much favor. Revs. A. B. Berry men were jubilant, and pro
Stoner and J. F. Butler, of College posed to bury everything out of
ville, assisted in the devotional ex sight, with Berry as next State
Treasurer. At other times, when
ercises of the evening.
election day came round, Port
TUESDAY EVENINO.
Providence was at its best and
Tuesday evening the program of quite a lively time is experienced.
exercises included a greeting from Good, solid Republicans were per
Heidelberg
Reformed
church, fectly indifferent, did not care to go
Schwenksville, by Rev. W. B. or made much of an effort to get to
Werner, and a sermon on the sub the polls. It is a privilege accord
ject, “Former Pastorates of St. ed every one, and should be exer
Luke’s Church,” by Rev. Wm. cised, no matter if you get licked
Hinke, A. M., of the Ursinus School “ wusser than blazes.”
of Theology, an anthem by the
The churches here were not so
choir and a tenor and baritone duet. well attended as usual, Sunday.
The Rev. Mr. McKee of Royersford
WEDNESDAY EVENING.
preached for the congregation at
On Wednesday evening Dr. Hen Green Tree, Sunday. Prof. Charles
dricks extended the greeting of Ellis of Philadelphia will preach
Trinity Reformed church, College next Sunday. We attended services
ville, Joseph W. Royer of German- at St. Paul’s Memorial P. E. church
town gave a solo—“A Dream of Sunday and listened- to a very able
Paradise,” and Rev. PhilipVollmer, sermon, preached by the rector,
Ph. D., D. D., of the UrsinusSchool Rev. Mr. Ege. His text, Hebrews
of Theology, Philadelphia, deliv 11:20, “ By faith the walls of Jericho
ered a strong discourse on “The fell down, after they were compass
Relation of the Local Church to ed about seven days. Here was an
Higher Education.”
example of faith. Not alone is it
This (Thursday) evening Rev. W. faith, but obedience; with the great
O. Fegely will extend a greeting est faith God will do his part if we
from Augustus Lutheran church, do ours. The whole world is the
Mrs. E. C. Hibshman will sing a Canaan of the Lord. We must con
solo, and Rev. E. C. Hibshman, of tend with Jericho’s multitudes
Philadelphia, will preach an elo and its for us to obey the commands
quent sermon with reference to “St. given us. Persistent in our every

act and doings. The means the
Israelites should employ, though it
seemed ridiculous, but God was
pleased with these extraordinary
means to slight, to dismantle the
city in order to magnify himself, to
terrify the Canaanites and to
strengthen the faith of the Israelites.
Here was a trial of their faith; the
method prescribed seems very im
probable to answer such au end,
and would doubtless expose them to
the daily contempt of their enemies.
But they obeyed, placing the most
implicit faith in God, doing as he
commanded them to do, aud the
seventh day the walls of Jericho
fell at blasts of the trumpet and the
shouts of the people. Rev. E ge’s
sermon was most interesting, enter
taining and encouraging for his
hearers to go forward in their duty,
to obey, to have faith, to overcome
all things; but God expects us to do
our part, for the grace of faith is
mighty to overcome all things. Rev.
Mr. Ege is a very learned man, and
his sermons are most edifying as
well as encouraging. The vested
choir furnished good music, with
Ben C. Davis as leader and Miss
Edna Got waits as organist. Though
not in the choir, we heard the voices
of Miss Della Boileau, soprano, and
Mrs. Ben C. Davis, alto.
That was a splendid picture of
Governor Pennypacker in the Phila
delphia Inquirer, Sunday edition,
and a young lady remarked, “ that’s
just the way he looked when I saw
him at Valley Forge two or three
years ago.” By that expression he
is not getting any older, but the cut
is the truest and most life-like pro
duced of our Governor, and reflects
credit on the artist and the Inquirer
for producing so excellent a photo
graph.
The calling of an extra session of
the Legislature of the State is com
mended by some, condemned by
others, but when you try to please
everybody you please nobody, and
as the Governor is the Chief Magis
trate of the State, and if he thinks it
is best then is it best to comply
with his wishes.
John C. Dettra is arranging to
have telephone connections with
Oaks, and has been excavating for
poles to carry the wires from his
factory at Perkiomen to Oaks.
Abe Brower has his new dwell
ing house under roof, and the build
ing presents a living appearance.
The bricks of which it was built
were made at the Oaks factory of
the Montello Brick Works.
We heard the champion ’coon
hunter of Yerkes was in luck, as he
captured two ’coons one day last
week, and it is also reported he
knows where two more ’coons roam
at will.
This is remarkable weather for
this time of year. It is supposed it
is all on account of the moon; but
just what relation the moon carved
out of a volcano of the Sandwich
Island is past finding out. If we
can believe ourselves, should we
make the assertion that all rainbows
we see after a storm are those
created by the reflection of the rays
of the sun on the waters of Niagara
Falls, it might be so. The conjec
tures when we were a boy of any
old lady who believed the aurora
borealis was caused by the reflec
tion of the sun on the icebergs in
that land Peary has gone to explore
has been exploded by our modern
scientist, and we know more than
we did at that time. That proves
substantially the longer you live
the more you find out.
Harry Campbell, of Norristown,
was a visitor in Oaks, Saturday.

which is a great mass of particles
compressed into a huge ball. The
earth is nothing more. If both of
them were ground fine and scat
tered they would be but dust.
Each cubic inch of air contains an
enormous number of dust particles.
The number is beyond our concep
tion.
John Aitkin, of Falkirk,
Scotland, was the first to count
these dust particles. He counted
them by a little machine he carried
in his pocket and in a very simple
way.
He has been able to count seven
million and a half dust particles in
a cubic inch of the ordinary air of
Glasgow.
The air of Pittsburg
probably contains ten times as
many. After a meeting of the mem
bers of the Royal Society of Edin
burg, in their hall, he counted six
millions and a half to a cubic inch
near the floor, and 57,500,000 to a
bubic inch near the ceiling. The
lowest number he ever counted in a
cubic inch of air was 3,400.

OHIO COWS!

lected Ohio fresh cows, large breedy cat
tle, with milking qualities. A pair of
cows among the lot will weigh 2000 lbs.
Sale to commence a t 1.30 o’clock p. m.
_
V
LIGHT & LUDY.
Wayne Pierson, auct. I. E. Miller, clerk.
AT 9 O’CLOCK A. M.
piIIiLIC KALE OF

1000 Ohio Turkeys,

F

F

Personal Property!

o r r e n t or f o r kale.
Seventeen acres and good house,
cave, and all necessary outbuildings.
Plenty of fruit and old shade trees, m
Collegeville. Rent, $200 per year. In
quire of
F. J. CLAMER,
Collegeville, Pa.

F

o r kale.
About 600 shocks of good corn.
Cheap if sold this week for cash.
S. GROSS FRY, Trappe, Pa.

F

o r kale.

F

A good organ.
MRS. I. C. LANDES, Yerkes, Pa.

OR HALE!
A “Reliable” hot water incubator;
F
capacity, 200 eggs. Applv to
D. M. RAUDENBUSH.
On road from Trappe to Black Rock. It.

F

o r kale.

About six acres of good
KTAKDIHG TIMBER
consisting of oak, ash, hickory and wal
nut. Inquire of
E. W. BROWN,
On the Markley Mill Farm, Skippack.
R. D. 1, Collegeville, Pa.

o’clock p. m., all that certain farm of 79

in Upper Providence,
Arnold Highley, of Philadelphia, acres 21.8onperches
the Black Rock road about
visited John Francis, Sr., Sunday. fronting
one mile from Trappe. The land is in a

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
by taking: Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney lor the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable In all business trans
actions and financially able to carry out any
obligation made by his firm.
Waldihg, Kinnan & Marvin, Wholesale
Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken Internally,
acting directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system. Price 75c. per bot
tle. Sold by all druggists. Testimonials
free.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

P UBIilC KALE OF

H

Miss Bessie Smith attended the
Estate of Henry D. Bechtel, deceased.
exercises held in the Lower Provi
By virtue of an order of the Orphans’
dence Presbyterian church, cele Court
of Montgomery county, will be sold
brating its two hundredth anniver at public sale upon the premises, on
SATURDAY,
DECEMBER 2, 1905, at 2
sary, Wednesday evening.

How’s This?

Will be sold at public sale on FRIDAY.
NOVEMBER 17, 1905,’ a t Perkiomen
Bridge hotel, 22 fresh cows from Centre
county. I have carefully selected another
lot of good sized and well shaped cows
that are bard to beat in big milk and but
ter producing qualities. Don’t miss this
opportunity, farmers and dairymen. Also
80 fine lambs at private sale on Thursday
previous to sale. Public sale, Friday
November 17, a t 2 p. m. Conditions by
T „ | 1
J. W. MITTERLING.
L. H. Ingram, auct. H. H. Robison, clerk.

“ I Thank The Lord!”

REAL ESTATE!

While dust contains many of our
mortal enemies it is one of our very
best friends, and the finer it is the
more we owe to it. If there were
no dust the sky would not be blue,
there would be no raindrops, no
snowflakes, no hailstones, no clouds,
no gorgeous sunsets, no beautiful
sunrises.
The instant the sun passed out of
sight we should be in darkness.
The instant it rose it would be a
sharp circle of light in a black sky.
There wouid be no evening glow to
chat or think in, no lovely dawn
with bird song and cattle low at
nature’s wakening. The dome of
the sky would be as dark as it is on
a bright moonlight night. The moon
and stars would shine by day in all
their brightness. The whole earth
would be in a deep dark shadow ex
cepting where the sun’s rays fall
directly upon it in one great blind
ing circle. The moon and stars
would make even our shadows.
Rays of sunlight or any 6ther kind
of light go straight through all
kinds of gases, no matter of what
they are made. In passing through
them if they contain no dust the
rays cannot be seen—they are in
visible. You bave often seen sun
light enter a darkened room through
partly opened shutters or a crack of
a knothole. You have noticed that
the rays were full of dust moving
about in every direction. The air
is made of gases mixed. You did
not see the rays of lig h t; you saw
the light in the sun reflected by the
particles of dust. Millions of these
particles were too small for you to
see, but not too small for such a
searching thing as light to miss.
The light we call daylight is the
light of the sun’s rays reflected from
the particles of dust in the air about
our earth. Moonlight is the light
of the sun reflected from the moon,

FRESH COWS!

cried Hannah Plant, of L|:tle Rock, Ark , 500 CHICKENS, 150 DUCKS AND 50
“ for the relief I got from Bucklen’s Arnica
GEESE.
Salve. Jit i-ured my fearful running gores,
which nothing else would heal, and from
wh th I had suffered for 5 years.” It is a
marvelous healer for cuts, burns and
wounds Guaranteed at Joseph W. Cul
Will be sold at public sale, on SATUR
bert’s drug store. 25 cents.
DAY, NOVEMBER 25, 1905, at Yost’s
hotel, Schwenksville, Pa., 1000 Ohio Tur
keys, 500 chickens, 150 Ducks and 50 Geese.
This is all extra good, healthy stock, fat
The annual meeting of the tippc-i and ready to kill for the Thanksgiving
Providence Live .Stock Association wil trade. Those that want the good kind of
be held at E. H. Yeaklé’s Lamb Hotel turkeys, chickens, ducks and geese should
Trappe, ou MONDAY, DECEMBER 4 not fail to attend this sale. Among the
1905, at one o’clook p. m. The Board o lot are some extra Plymouth Rock roost
Managers will meet at 9 30 a. m.
ers. Free dinner to bidders and buyers.
JOHN D. SAYLOR, President Come early and look it over. Sale a t 9
JOHN WANNER, Secretary.
o’clock a. m. Conditions by
FRANK SCHWENK.
F. H. Peterman, auct.
elp w anted.
The Diamond Glass Co. of Royers
ford will give a steady position to a man jpUBLIC KALE OF
who has one or two boys over fourteen
years old. Ail to work in the glass
Personal Property !
works.
DIAMOND GLASS CO.,
ll-I9-3t.
Royersford, Pa.
Will be sold at public sale on THURS
DAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1905, at the resi
dence of John M. Raudenbush, on road
or rekt.
December 1, modern eight - room leading from Trappe to Black Rock, Up
house, steam heat, range, bath, hot and per Providence township, ali household
cold water; Main street above Glenwood goods and other personal property about
avenue, Collegeville. Rent $15 per month. the place, including furniture, lot of
chickens, vinegar by the barrel, etc. Sale
Inquire of
F. J. CLAMER,
Collegeville, Pa. a t 1 o’clock. Conditions by
L. F. CASEY, Auctioneer.
I. Culp, clerk.
or rekt.
Large house on First avenue, Col
legeville, near Clamer’s Mill. Rent, $11 pU BLIC KALE OF
per month. Inquire of
F. J. CLAMER, Collegeville, Pa.

Miss Bertha Blank, of Philadel QRPHAHK’ COURT KALE OF
phia, is visiting friends in Oaks.

DUST N THE ATMOSPHERE.
From the Sunday School Times.

jpUBIilC KALE OF

high state of cultivation. The improve
ments are a three-story stone ¿ g sA
bouse with French roof, eighteenffi^nft
rooms. Large stone barn, stab-11■■■|B|L
ling for 6 horses and 16 cows ; an-HHyBB
other barn for 3 horses and 6 cows; ice
house, corn crib, 2 large frame hay houses,
3 wagon houses, stone springhouse over a
neverfailing spring of the purest water;
spring water in house and barn; neverfailing well of water a t barn. Five acres
of chestnut and oak timber on the prop
erty. Fruit and ornamental trees. This
is one of the best farms In the neighbor
hood; is near to churches and schools, is
but a short distance from the trolley and
a very desirable place. Conditions at
day of sale by
OLIVER D. BECHTEL,
Administrator.
W. M. Pierson, anct.

glHERIFF’S KALE OF

REAL ESTATE!

Will be sold at public sale, on SATUR
DAY, DECEMBER 2, 1905, at the resi
dence of the undersigned, known as the
Thomas Griffin Farm; one mile north of
Oaks in Upper Providence township, the
following personal property: 5 horses,
good and sound, ranging in age from 3 to
/0 k S years; 2 heifers, 5 shoats, 100
gflggA- chickens, Ellis tread power and
yVVthresher. Ohio feed cutter No. 2,
nearly new; hand feed cutter,
fanning mill, 2 top buggies, 1 spindle
buggy, farm wagon, 2-seated surrey with
pole, nearly new; 2 sleighs—one new with
spring cushions and back; brake cart, dirt
cart, Osborne mower, Adriancereaper and
binder, hay tedder, hay rake, Superior
grain drill, nearly new; Keystone corn
planter, used one season; corn marker,
cornsheller, double cultivator, springtooth
harrow, 2 plows, one new; hay hook, rope
and pulley, grindstone, emery stone, hand
corn planter, apple picker, plank roller,
wheelbarrow, 400 bushels of corn in the
cob, single and double harness, collars,
blindhalters, double and single lines, rid
ing saddle, cow, timber and other chains,
forks, rakes, shovels, picks, post spades,
Star milk cooler, about 10 milk cans, cop
per kettle, %-barrel capacity; iron kettle,
and many articles not mentioned. Sale at
1 o’clock. Conditions by
A. H. WEINBERG, Agt.
W. Pierson, auct. James G. Detwiler,clerk.
HARTER NOTICE.
Notice is hereby given that an appli
C
cation will he made to the Governor of

Pennsylvania, on Monday, the Fourth
day of December, A. D., 1905, by S. L.
Motter, Max L. Snyder and Hampton
Smith, under the Act of Assembly enti
tled, “An Act to provide for the Incorpor
ation and regulation of certain corpor
ations,” approved April 29th, 1874, and
the supplements thereto, “for the charter
of an intended corporation, to be called
the “Home Gas Company,” the character
and object of which is the manufacture
and supply of gas for light only to the
public in the district comprised and
bounded by the Township of Springfield
and such Boroughs as may be in existence
within such Township, in the County of
Montgomery, State of Pennsylvania, and
for these purposes to have possession and
eojoy all the rights, benefits and privi
leges of said Act of Assembly, and the
supplements thereto.
11-9.
HAMPTON SMITH, Solicitor.
INVOLUTION OF PARTNER
SHIP.
Notice is hereby given that the part
nership lately subsisting between Samuel
Lewin, George Thomas and AbramLewiu,
of the borough of Royersford, Montgom
ery county, Pennsylvania, under the firm
name ofLewin, Thomas & Co., was dis
solved on the 4th day of November, A. D.
1905, by mutual consent. AU debts owing
to the said partnership are to be received
by the said Samuel Lewin and Abram
Lewin, and all demands on the said part
nership are to be presented to them for
payment.
SAMUEL LEWIN,
GEORGE THOMAS,
ABRAM LEWIN.
The remaining partners, Samuel Lewin
aud Abram Lewin, have formed a new
partnership to carry on the business of
manufacturing fire and cupola brick, stove
linings, &c., a t the old place, under the
name and style of Lewin & Co.
SAMUEL LEWIN,
11-9.
ABRAM LEWIN.

D

By virtue of a writ of Levari Facias
issued out of the Court of Common Pleas
of Montgomery county, to me directed,
will be sold at public sale, ou WEDNES
DAY, DECEMBER 6, 1905, a t 1 o’clock
p. m., in Court Room No. 1, a t the Court
House, In the borough of Norristown,
said county, the following described real
estate: All that certain messuage and
tract of land situate in Lower Providence
township, said county, to wit: Beginning
a t a corner of land now or late of Albert
Crawford, bounded by the same and lands
now or late of Jonas Custer, Anthony
ay w a n ted .
Whitby and others and a public road,
Timothy and mixed hay in quanti
containing 98 acres and 92 perches of land. ties. Best cash market price. Apply to
The improvements are a 2>£ story or address
THEO. C. HEYSER,
stone dwelling house, 40 ft. by 20
Near Eagleville.
ll-2-8t.
ft., with a two-story stone back P. O.: R. D. 1, Norristown.
building 45 ft. by 21 ft. and a onestory stone addition 13 ft. by 21 ft., six
rooms and bath room and pantry on first
TOCK WANTED.
floor, 5 rooms and bath room on second
Will pay cash for any amount of
floor, 2 rooms on third floor, cellar, gas ROYERSFORD TRUST COMPANY
machine in cellar; stone barn, 70 ft. by 40 STOCK. Address,
ft., stabling for 8 horses and 25 cows,
J. MILLER, 705 Walnut St., Phila.
frame wagon shed 16 ft. by 18 ft.; cave, Second Floor.
oc!9tf
pump at house and barn, apple orchard,
outbuildings.
Seized and taken in execution as the "VfOTICE TO GUNNERS.
property of James Q. Riley, mortgagor, IA The undersigned hereby forbid all
and E. H. Trenobard, real owner, and to persons trespassing upon their premises
for the purpose of gunning or bunting,
be sold by
under penalty of the law.
EDGAR MATTHEWS, Sheriff.
Davis Zimmerman,
Collegeville
Down money, $250.00.
John A. Heyser,
Skippack, Pa.
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa., No
M. A. Fry,
Lower Providence.
vember 13,1905.
Dr. S. M. Plush,
“
“
D. H. Casselberry, “
“
Upper Providence and Skippack.
o t ic e .
Jacob Miller,
Trappe.
Notice is hereby given to all indi
viduals, Arms, or corporations, that on
the thirteenth day of October, 1905, the
O THE PUBLIC.
firms of Dettra & Hoot and the Oaks
M’f’g Co. were dissolved, John C. Dettra
Having purchased the Blacksmith and
assuming all debts and liabilities of the
Shop east of Perkiomen
firms, and that said firms shall not he Wheelwright
formerly occupied by R. H. Grater,
obligated by any contracts made by the Bridge,
I
am
prepared
to do first-class
undersigned subsequent to the date afore
said.
JOHN C. DETTRA.
Oaks, Pa., Oct. 13, 1905.
11-2.
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E Estate of Frank . Spare, absentee,
late of Upper Providence township, Mont
s t a t e n o t ic e

AND ALL KINDS OF REPAIRING,
PAINTING, TRIMMING, ETC.,
At moderate prices. Wheels rubber-tired.
An opportunity to estimate on your work
will be much appreciated. Awaiting your
commands, I am yours,
Collegeville, Pa.
G. N. BRADSHAN.

gomery county, decreed to be deceased.
Letters of administration on the above
estate having been granted the under
signed by the Orphans’ Court of Mont
gomery county, all persons indebted to
said estate are requested to make immedi
ate payment, and those having legal
claims to present the same without delay
or rent.
to
H. L. SHOMO, Administrator,
For winter, a farm house of eight
10-26,
Royersford, Pa. rooms, near Level School. Apply to
FRANCIS BREWSTER,
Agent for C. Tyson Kratz.
TRAYED.
R. D. 1, Norristown.
A fine black dog, long haired with
white spot under his neok, about the size
o t ic e .
of a collie, strap around his neck; very
AU persons are hereby forbidden to
friendly, aud answers to the name of
trespass on my premises, in gunning, nut
“Prince,” Reward, if returned to
ting, and fishing.
O. F. REICHENBACH,
G. W. KOCHERSPERGER,
Near Ironbridge.
9-28.
Limerick, Pa.
R, D. 2, Collegeville, Pa.
11-9.
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HAILROADS.

Philadelphia 8c
Reading Railway
Karines Burn Hard Coal—No Saiot"
IN EFFECT NOVEMBER 27. 1904
Trail)«« l.eave Collegevill«’.

BORNEMAK

m
m

D ental P arlors

**.

it
it
it
it

Horse
it
Blankets I

i

F ob P ekkiom en J u n ct io n , N o rristow n
We have just received a full
a.n d P h il a d e l p h ia — Week days — 6.14,
i t assortment of the Famoas 5-A
7.46,11.24 a. m.;6 05 p. m.
Sundays—6.86 a. m.; 6.28 p. m.
F or A llen to w n —Week days—7.82, 11.04 i t Horse Blankets. Call and see
а. m.; 3.22, 6.05 p. m. Sundays — i t them Our price is low, as we b ay
8.30 a. m.; 7.39 p. m.
direct from the factory.
Trains For Collegeville.
We also have a full line of
Whips, Brushes, Curry Combs,
L eave P h ila d e lph ia —Week days—6.08,
9.33 a. m.; 1.36, 4 53 p. m.
Harness Oil, Soap and Dressing.
Sundays—7.06, a. m.; 6.21 p. m.
L eave B rid g epo rt —Week days —2.19.
Sundays—7.45 a. m.; 6.59 p. m.
L eave N o rristo w n —6.58, 10.28 a. m .;
5.29 p. m,
L eave P erkiom en J u nction —Week days
—7.17, 10.47 a. m.; 8.02, 5.50 p. m.
Sundays—8.13 a. m.; 7.22 p. m.
L eave A llen to w n — Week days—4.07,
205 BRIDGE 8T.,
б.
24,9.45 a. m.; 4.35 p. m. Sunday—4.45
a. m.; 4.45 p. m.
Phœnixvîlle, - Penna.
ATLANTIC CITY R. R.
’PHONE 12.
From Chestnut Street Ferry.

The N,H,Benjamin Co.,

For South Street see time tables at stations.
WEEKDAYS.
A T LA N TIC CITY. ATLANTIC CITY.

7.30 a*, m. LcL 4.00 p. m. E x.
9.00 A. ru. £ x .
(6 0 m inutes.)
11.20 a. m. E x. 5.00 p m. Ex.
2.00 p. m. E x . 5.00 p. m. Eel.
7.15 p. m . E x.

CA FE M AY
AND
OCEAN CITY

8.50 a. m.
4.15 p. m .
5.00 p . m .
SEA IS L E CITY
8 .5 0

a. in .

SUNDAYS. "

J. P. Steller, Manager.

Eight Lines of Effort Successfully Followed
By This Company.

—IT—
Allows Interest on Deposits.
Insures Title to Real Estate.
Executes Trusts.
Issues Bonds o f Suretyship.

A TLA N TIC CITY. ATLAN TIC CITY.

9.00 a. m. E x. 7.15 p. m. Ex.
10.00 a . m . Ex.

C A PE MAY,
OCEAN CITY
SEA IS L E C IT Y .

8.45 a. m .

A. T. DICE,
' EDSON J. WEEKS,
Gen’l Superintendent.
Gen’l Pass. Agent.

Kents Boxes in Burglar - Proof
Vault.
Loans Money on Mortgage and
Collateral.
Takes Charge o f Real Estate.
Issues I.ettt-rs o f Credit.

Norristown Trust Co.
Main and DsKalb Sts.

FRANK W . SHALK0P,
(Successor to John 8. Kepler,)

Undertaker ** Embalmer
COAli FOR A lii PURPOSES,
and Coal'that is good, is the only kind we
have to offer. When you use our Coal it
will not be foumd necessary to pile on shovel
ful after shovelful, or continually rake out
ashes. It is clean, free from slate, bums
slowly, and gives intense heat. Can you ex
pect anything better ? Let us know your
wants and we will quote you a price that
will tempt you; etc.

W . H. GRISTOCK’S SONS
COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

TRAPPE, PA.

I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler,
an undertaker of many years’ experience,
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest
expectations of those who will entrust me to
serve them.
täyW ill meet trains at all Stations. Or
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 5-2

-L O T

Milk Scales, the H llk Sheet and the
Babcock Test Do It.

B y B. H . R A W L , S o u th C a ro lin a.

Probably the most expensive error
usually made by our farmers Is the
failure to keep books that will at any
time enable them to tell whether they
are doing busi
ness at a profit
or a loss. The
d a i r y farmer
with but smalt
e x p e n se can
keep track of
his herd so that
at the end of
each month he
can determine
not only the
profit or loss
that he has real
ised from his
herd, but the
profit or loss
that he has real
ized on each an
imal in the herd.
Probably most
dairymen can at
the end of each
month estimate
the.cost of food
and labor for
the month and
In this way tell
whether they are
makingor losing
MILK SCALES.
money. But that
is no reason why there should not be a
constant lookout for leaks, because one
unprofitable cow in the herd had far
better be sold at beef prices than kept
in the herd to reproduce her kind and
continually reduce the profits of the
dairy.
By the use of the milk scales, the
milk sheet and the Babcock test the
dairyman can cull out every unprofita
ble animal from the herd with but lit
tle trouble and expense and at the
same time determine at the end of
each month what bis total profits are.
The first cut shows milk scales,
which will cost from $3 to $4, and
should be suspended In a convenient
place near where tbe milk is received
from the palls. On the dial of the
scales is a hand, or indicater, that can
be adjusted by a thumb screw. Though
the capacity of scales of this kind
usually ranges from thirty to sixty
pounds, the face shows only ten
pounds, and each pound Is subdivided
Into tenths. The indicator should be
adjusted so that it will stand at 0
mark when the empty pail is hanging
on the scales.
Where several milk pails are used it
will be necessary for them all to weigh
the same, so as to use the same scales.
This can be done by using all pails of
the same size and make and by run
ning a little solder on the bottom of
each, which can be scraped down un
til they all weigh exactly the same.' As
the pall th it contains the milk from
each cow is carried to the can it should
first be bung on the scales, and while
hanging there the weight (which Is the
weight of the milk, not Including the
pail) should be recorded on the milk
sheet, which is tacked on tbe wall in

F O R

S A L E
—AT—

PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA-

HENRY YOST, JR.
Telephone—Keystone No. 12.
D. & A. ’Phone No. 6 M

Ton’ll hear the unanimous
opinion from women who know
that the famous ball-bearing
family sewiug machine, the

Wheeler & Wilson
UNTO. 0

tie Best S e iii Machine

SUCRENE
HORSE
FEED
THE ONLYTRUSTWORTHYSUBSTI
TUTE FOR OATS ONTHEMARKET.

BABCOCK MACHINE.

arm’s reach from the scales. The pall
Is then emptied into the can and the
milker is ready to begin the next cow.
A hand tester, or Babcock machine,
with complete outfit for testing both
milk and cream, can be purchased
from any creamery supply company
for $9 or $10.
A lluring Ginseng Cultnre.

In the transactions of the Iowa State
Horticultural society appears the state
ment of M. Harrington th at from beds
of ginseng forty feet long and five feet
wide, including the path between the
beds, he secured $55 worth of dried
root and $16 worth of roots for re
planting the bed. He believes that
bad he dried all the roots the cash val
ue would have been at the rate of
about $15,000 per acre. In 1904 a patch
of one-seventh of an acre produced
over 600,000 seed with an estimated
value of $3 000, or a t the rate of $21,000 per acre. “At the rate of” Is an
Illusive, phrase and, figuring on it,
opens up visions of a Golconda fre
quently never found. Growing pota
toes on a plot of a few feet, for In
stance, “a t the rate of 1,000 bushels
per acre” Is a very different proposi
tion from getting a thousand bushels
from an acre of land.
Where the Corn Grows.

It is practical, labor saving features, not
advertising that has made ic famous. Just
note the ball-bearing attachment, the avoid
ance of a noisy shuttle and the superior
work It turns out. It’s a machine you can
hand down to the next generation.

Wheeler & Wilson Mannfactnrinn Co.

Composed of Corn, Oats,
Barley, Linseed Meal, and
Molasses. It's pure goodness. Eack of the ingredi
ents has its special function
and as proportioned in this
combination make a perfect
feed for borses and mules.
It provides abundant energy
and replenishes muscular
waste at low cost. It devel
ops speed, prolongs endur
ance and promotes thrift.

YERKES, PA.

MAIN PHILADELPHIA OFFICE : 930
MARKET STREET.

For Sale by WM, SPENCE,
317 DeKalb St.,

NORRISTOWN, PA.
60 YEARS*
E X P E R IE N C E

What Makes the Mare So?
A famous little book telling of
facts not generally known. Free
for just tbe asking. Send for it.

Ye promptly obt^a U. aandForeîgn
T rade M a r k s
D e s ig n s
C o p y r ig h t s A c .

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
Invention is probably patentable. Communlcatlons strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency forsecuringpatents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
tpecial notice, without charge, in the

PATENTS
te O T R A D E -I M R lS r S g »

Scientific A m erican.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a
■«Vaiair £ I<S thB* SoWby&U newsdealers.

MBranch
UNNOffice,
&Co.36,Broaiwa*
New York
m F SU Washington, D. c.

The greater part of the corn crop of
the United States is produced in the
Mississippi valley south of the lower
limits of the great lakes and the south
ern boundaries of Minnesota and South
Dakota and north of the Ohio river
and the northern boundaries of Arkan
sas and Oklahoma. The production of
this region, together with the crop of
Texas, amounted in 1904 to 1,574,000,000 bushels. In 1902, 1903 and 1904
Illinois was the leading state in the
production of corn and Iowa second.

ALFALFA ON EASTERN LAND.
Experience of George M. Clarke of
Grass Growing Fame.

LAMES BEOS,

apposite U. S. Patent Office <
W A S H IN G T O N D. C.

:

Scientific men tell us that to prepare
and sow a field of alfalfa twenty
quarts of seed should be sowed per
acre in the spring, and when the plants
are about six Inches high they should
be clipped. This clipping is necessary
to check the growth and strengthen
the plant. Clipping makes the plant
branch out with new vigor. This
treatment should be repeated several
times during tbe summer. This clip
ping of the field the first season is hot
expected to be saved for hay.
Clarke’s Wav.

I took three and a half acres of high,
dry and the poorest section of my field
100 feet above the w ater line and In
tensely cultivated It with a cutaway
harrow to the depth of six lnohes or
more.
Then I sowed twenty-five
pounds of alfalfa seed to the acre on
June 3; also sowed 800 pounds of high
grade fertilizer per acre. On July 24,
fifty-two days after seeding, I cut and
cured 10,760 pounds of well dried hay
and on Sept. 13 cut and cured 10,860
pounds more, almost eleven tons In 108
days from time of seeding." I can
safely call it three tons to the acre of
well dried alfalfa hay after all extra
weights were deducted. While I would
not advise others to go Into the culti
vation of alfalfa very extensively at

:

:

Norristown, Pa.

PLATES,
FILLIA’GS,
BKIDGE WORK.
OVER 25000 GALLONS OF PURE GAS ADMINISTERED IN 24 MONTHS.
Charges Reasonable.
Examination Free.
All work guaranteed to be satisfactory.
GERMAN SPOKEN.

We have the strongest reasons why you should come here for your clothing, It always has been an undeniable fact that
you will find double the assortment and better values than in any other store. To-day we are offering special good things
We drove a deal of nearly two hundred suits from Frankel Bros , 5th Avenue’s Celebrated Wholesale Tailors, who are closing
out all their heavy weight suits to make way lor their spring goods. These suits are good quality, latest models, perfection
In fit and exceptionally low in price.
’r

“It’s Ju st Like This!”
When you have occasion to introduce
any Plumbing Fixtures, or to have your
home heated with steam or hot water, you
want only the most skillful mechanics to
plan and execute the work.

“ It’s Just Like This!”
Plumbing Fixtures, or a Heating
Apparatus, are not put in for a day. Under
proper conditions they last for generations.

$15 and $18 W orsted Suits at $12.

w
G

I#

«

The handsomest fabrics we’ve seen In many a day, single and donble breasted coats, cut long, centre slits, broad loose
shoulders, hand-made collars and button holes, Venetian lined coats. You can save by coming here. See window.

¥
¥

Meu’s Single Breasted Sack, $ 7 .5 0 . Better suit than you can buy elsewhere at $10. Of fancy black and
white mixed worsted, with broad shoulders and deep centre vent, lined with Princess Serge.

Ben’s Doable Breasted Sack Suit, $13.50. The equal of any $16 suit sold elsewhere. Of flue blue
¥ diagoual
worsted, broad concave shoulders, broad rolling lapel, deep centre vent, lined with silk finish Venetian. Tailored

¥

throughout by band.

¥

Young Ben’s Suits, $10. Equal to those sold elsewhere at $15 Sizes 14 to 20 years. Smart snappy suits;
single and double breasted sacks of fancy worsted and cheviots in very toppy patterns, All models of the best style and best
tailoring.

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Men’s Fall Overcoats, $10. The kind for which others ask $1. Of tan covert cloth with an indistinct stripe.
Box style, 34 inches long, full broad sbonlders, broad rolling lapels, satin sleeve lining, band tailored througbont.
, v*'*1?1*, Prices OB Boys’ Clothes. Come here, let ns convince you that you can dress your boy In the latest
tasnion for less money than any other store in this town. At $2.50—Eton Sailors and Russian Blouse Suits of fancy cheviot
material, two rows brass buttons, black silk tie, silken emblem on sleeve, boys 2)4 to 9 years. At $3.50—An all-wool donble
breasted cheviot suit with two pair of trousers, one plain,) other bloomer. Also heavy weight guaranteed worsted eton
blouse suits. See window.

“ It’s Just Like T h is!”
W e are prepared to submit plans and install the latest style
Plumbing Fixtures, or the most efficient Steam or Hot Water
Heating Apparatus, at the lowest price consistent with good
material and workmanship.

If
If
If
If
If
If
If
If
If
If
If

Boys’ »Bd Girls’ Fall Reefers. We are selling more boys’ reefers for girls every day, it’s the three-quarter
length coat in light weight fabrics that we are selling to boys and girls. At $2.98—Serviceable, stylish tan and greenish
covert reefers, beautiful shade for boys and girls 2)4 to 10 years. At $3.50—Halt dozen handsome shades of coverts, full
back, silt on side, silk chevron on sleeve, sizes 2)4 to 11. See window.
Fownes Gloves, $1.50 and $3.00.
M a n h a t t a n S h i r t s , $ 1 .5 0 .

“ It’s Just Like This!”

'Z E U K O H I T S

When you find it necessary to have any repairs made, send
us your orders. W e will not keep you waiting, nor will we put
you to any avoidable inconvenience.

PO T T ST O W 3ST , P A .

GEO. F. CLAMER,
i-i2.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA,

first yet I thiuk that there are many
high. and dry fields In New England
that would be utilized to good advan
tage in its production.
Intense Cultivation.

The first thing to be done Is to In
tensely cultivate the field and kill out
all kinds of vegetation, then sow the
seed, giving tbe alfalfa the first, best
and only chance. With my present
knowledge I should advise a dressing
of thoroughly decomposed vegetable
manure, adding a few hundred pounds
to the acre of air slacked lime except
in sections where there was plenty of
lime in the soil. I had no lime, but a
portion of the field had a little thor
oughly decomposed yard manure, and
that section was best. I think the suc
cess I have obtained was due, first, to
intense cultivation and, second, to the
nitrates which were In the fertiliser
sown, but it would be well to remem
ber that high grade fertilizer contain
ing nitrates cannot be used after the
plants come up.—George M. Clarke,
Connecticut, in American Agriculturist

THE MOTHER-IN-LAW
HER STRANGE POSITION AMONG MANY
OF THE WORLD'S PEOPLES.
Races Where She Is Neither Permit
ted to Speak to Nor Look Upon the
Husband of Her Danahter—Theories
About This queer Custom.

O F -

Orest Slaughter in Prices 1—Foi Y O S T ’S L I V E R Y
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
the next 30 days I will reduce Hand-made
Harness to Factory Prices Any one order Two Gears (or Farm Wagons,
ing harness in the next 30 days may have the
Several Second-hand buggies,
benefit of these prices,—everything else in
proportion. Blankets, Saddles, Bridles, Boots, One Buggy with Pneumatic Tires,
Whips, Stable Brooms, Combs, Brushes, etc.
Also a New Top Buggy and a Runabout.
Alsp a lot of choice grade Cigars. Box
trade a specialty.

209 Swede Street,

WHO NEEDS
GOOD CLOTHES

SHOULD COME TO WEITZENKOKNS.

AGAIN AT THE OLD PLACE,
FINDING TH E ROBBERS.

SECOND-HAND

W . E. JOHNSON,

EVERY MAN

m
m

Carriage Building.

n
m
m

Repairing of all kinds promptly
done. Rubber Tiring two wires
or bands a specialty.
FirstClass

#

B la c h s m it h ln g a n d H o ra e

8;
m

FINEST EVER SHOWN I
It is admitted by all who iiave seen them that
this season’s styles o f

QUEEN QUALITY SHOES 8»
The Famous Shoe for Women

Painting & VaraisMng

m

S h o e in g in charge of a coinpetent mechanic.
M;
B. II. GRATER,
,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

it

Keystone ’Phone No. 41.

Dead Animals Removed
FREE OF CHARGE.
I pay about $1.00 per head more, in cash,
for first*class cattle or horses delivered to
my place, than anybody else.
I pay for stock when I get two head or
more at the same time and place
BS^Both 'phones—United, 629 ; Bell, 11-8.

I am prepared to promptly furnish
and erect STEAM AND HOT WATER 1
HEATERS and to do all kinds of re-1
pairing, as to beaters and steam fixtures.
Send for description of “Charmer” and i
“ Imperial” 8team Heaters. These are a
among the very best on the market, 8
and sure to give satisfaction.
9.

ALL KINDS o f PUMPS

Are handsome and more varied than ever
before shown. They are Shoe perfection
and have no equals in beanty, elegance
and ease for the foot, fashionable in shape,
high grade in material and excellent in
construction. They have beaten all records
for Ladies’ foot-wear in all tbe leading
cities of the United States. All welldressed ladies wear them ; we carry them in
all the different styles and widths. We
have tbe sole right to sell them in Pottstown.

fnrnlshed, or repaired. Wind Mills
1supplied and erected.
Good workmanship guaranteed.
A share of tbe patronage of the pubi lie respectfully solicited.

Men’s & Boys’ Fine Dress Shoes

Fresh From the Factories, now
on Exhibition at the

The King Quality Shoe for Mien’s W ea r.

J. H. BOLTON,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Furniture
IST* C O L L E G E V IL L E

Furniture W areroois!

We carry in stock all the leading styles in Men’s fine foot-wear
Men s Pat. Colt Skin, Yalur Calf, Box Calf, large stock in all kinds of
Misses and Children’s Shoes, and all kinds of Rubber Foot-wear at the We are now prepared to offer
lowest
prices. Our reputation is of the b e st; we will not misrepresent
our customers goods at prices
VtORRlSTOW N
HERALD
never before beard of,
iX B O O K B IN D E R Y . Binding, any goods ; seventeen years’ experience in the shoe business has built
Job Ruling, Perforating, Paging, Number us up a large trade. We will pay your car fare on any bill of $5.00 and
Onr
line of Chamber Suits, at prices rang
ing, Blank Books for Banks and Business over.
ing from $12 to $50, are the best in the
Houses, given special attention. Magazines

G eo. W . S ch w eik er,
P R O V ID E N C E NQCARE, 1*A.

bound and repairing done quickly and
cheaply. Estimates cheerfully furnished.
Among the Arawaks of South Ameri Address
MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor.
ca it is unlawful for a young man to
see the face of his mother-in-law. If
they live In the same house a partition man never sees tne race or ms aaugnter-in-law. A similar custom exists in
mnst be set up between them. If they Borneo and the Fiji Islands.
go In the same boat she has to step in
Some people consider It absolutely
first, so as to keep her back turned on criminal for a young man even to give
him. Rochefort says: “Among the Ca- a stray glance to bis mother-in-law,
rlbs all the women talk with whom however good looking she is. They
they will, but the husband dare not say that they must not look on her
converse with his wife’s relatives ex lest they go mad. It is the fashion
with some tribes in central Africa to
cept on extraordinary occasions.”
sit with bent knees in their presence
In many parts of Australia a woman and not to put their feet out. A Kongo
will not look at her daughter’s husband proverb states: “My mother-in-law is
at all hazards. She hides whenever he angry with me, but wbat do I care?
comes near her, going out of her way We do not eat from tbe same dish.”
to avoid him, and if it is impossible she Some men will speak to their mothers
hides her face with her cloak. She by marriage, but will not call them
would not mention his name for any by name. This is true of the people
thing in the world. The Kaffir woman of the Torres strait.
Many more Instances might be men
hides behind a bush and holds a shield tioned,
but these are enough to show
to her face. She would far rather that the position of the mother-in-law
speak to a stranger than to her son-in- among many peoples Is strange. The
law.
cause for It Is not positively known.
Franklin, who gave much time to the Sir John Lubbock feels that Its origin
studies of the North American Indian, lies In capture where a man really
assures us It is considered extremely seized his wife. This aroused the in
Improper for a woman to speak to her dignation of the girl’s parents, who re
son-in-law, and when she has any im sented his doings by treating him with
portant communication to make it is great scorn. Gradually this capture
considered proper for her to turn her was only make believe, but the moth
back on him and speak by means of a er-in-law still shows her disapproval
third person. The same law holds good by having nothing to do with her
among the Sioux and Dakotas, and If daughter’s husband. Professor E. B
violated the offender is punished by Taylor says it is an act of cutting
having his garments torn from his When a young man comes Into a fam
back and thrown away. With the Oma- lly he Is ignored; he is at least not con
has neither the father nor mother has sldered one of them. Both explana
anything to do with the son-in-law tlons may be true in part, but they do
nor he with them. They will hot look not tell the whole story. I t Is more
a t one another or apeak his name.
likely that a feeling of rivalry and
In his travels to Timbuctoo Calllles jealousy Is a t the bottom of It all.—
narrates tbat from tbe moment of be
Chicago Tribune.
trothal the lover Is careful not to see
the father and mother of the bride.
Tbe mirage can be seen nearly every
They avoid each other all the time. He day In tbe plains of lower Egypt and
says, “I tried In vain to discover the Also to a limited extent In the plains
origin of the whimsical custom, but of Hungary and southern France.
the only answer I could obtain was, ‘It
T h e D a n are ra o f B ed .
14 our way.’ ”
Wbat does the man In the street see
This custom extends beyond the re
lations. If the lover Is of a different In a bedroom? Probably a bed, possi
camp he avoids all the inhabitants of bly a woshstand, problematically a
the women’s camp, except a few inti bath. But what does the eye of science
mate friends whom he Is permitted to behold? Unutterable things perhaps—
visit. A little tent is generally set up beds and bacteria, mattresses and mi
for the son-in-law, and when he Is crobes, dressing gowns and deadly gas
obliged to cross the camp he covers his es, gas jets and carbonic oxide, tapes
face. This custom exists among In tries and toxins. I t Is little wonder
that so many people say their prayers
dian tribes and extends far beyond.
In-the tribes of New South Wales the before going to bed or tbat so many
young man, when courting a girl, people die there.—London Chic.
avoids her mother as much as he can
A Shoe That Altered History.
and grows more distant after he Is
After the fall of Anne Boleyn the
married. With some Victorian tribes pope prepared overtures of reconcilia
the estrangement Is even greater—the tion so favorable to King Henry VIH.
mother and aunt as well may not look that he determined to accept them. A
a t the young man nor speak to him representative was sent from Home
from betrothal to death. When they with the dispatches, and when within
speak before each other they have to a day’s Journey from Calais his horse
use a turn language. Under no con cost a shoe and fell lame. As It was a
dition would the young man dare to favorite, tbe messenger determined to
speak to his wife’s mother.
wait a day tbat tbe poor animal might
Maclean, who studied this custom rest and recover. Next day the Journey
among the Zulus of Africa, says a was resumed, but on the day that Lon
daughter-in-law must cut herself off don was reached Henry had been mar
from her husband's relatives. She is ried to Jane Seymour, a Protestant,
not allowed even to pronounce their Anne bad been beheaded, and all hope
names mentally. This statement shows of reconciliation with the papacy was
th at In some countries the girl must at an end. The cast shoe had thus
Ignore her husband's relatives as much changed the bent of English church
as he does her mother, but this Is less history.
frequent.
A Balky Hale.
In Asia among the Mongols and the
It is stated on the authority of offi
Calmucks a woman dare not speak to
her father-in-law nor sit down in his cers In the Confederate army that a
presence. Uallas in an interesting balky mule decided the battle of Get
work on the Ostlaks of Siberia declares tysburg. The southern and northern
that a young married woman avoids troops were both attempting to reach
her father-in-law whenever she can, an eminence the position of which
especially during the early years of her practically decided the battle,-and the
married life. In the meanwhile the southern column was blocked by a
husband Is not expected to see any balky mnle Just long enough to enable
thing of his mother-in-law.
If he the northern troops to gain the emi
meets ner by chance he hides.
nence, and so that balky mule really
In China, after the wedding day. a decided the battle.

THE COMMERCIAL SHOE STORE
J. K. W A L T E R .

3 0 9 High St., Pottstown.
:os

COMPOUND COUGH SYRUP
W ILL STOP THAT COUGH.

Our Tooth Powder
Will whiten and clean the teeth and keep the gums in a
healthy condition.

Our Corn Cure
•

Will remove that corn you are troubled with.

**

CULBERT’S DRUG STORE,

market, and are well worth inspection.
Parlor Suita in Hair Cloth, Brocatelle and
Silk Tapestry, from $15 to $50, are hard to
be equalled.
Sideboards, from $8.50 to $80, in Solid
Oak, fancy tops and plate glasses, are the
finest.
Dining Room Chairs, Fancy Rockers,
Lounges, Coucher, Hall Racks and Fancy
Book Cases, that cannot fall to attract your
attention, both in quality and price.
We carry a full line of Rugs, Carpet
Sweepers, Toilet Sets, Fancy Lamps, Dinner
and Tea Sets.
Bed Springs, Mattresses, Pillows, Bolsters,
Feathers, and Bedding of all kinds.
Onr line of Carpets ts complete. Best
Inrgain at 50 cents ; good at 40 cents ; fair
at 32 cents.
Picture Frames made to order.
Window Shades of all kinds. We are sell
ing a good Spring Roller Shade at 25 cents.
Make your selections early, wklle clock Is
complete.
Repairing and upholstering attended to
promptly.
All goods delivered free.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
ioo

A Very Important M atter
For FA R M E R S to know is where to get the B E S T C H O P P IN G done and
where to get a full line of the BE^T FEED, such as Wheat Bran, Corn Bran, No.
1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc.,
etc:, at the low est Cash Prices.
You will find It at

■ FU R N ISH IN G B

Undertaker ** Embalmer
Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
the most careful and painstaking attention

John L Bechtel,

Clamer’s Collegeville Grist Mills,
Lately remodeled and put in fine shape for business. Come and inspect. We will be
glad to see yon, and supply your wants at short notice.
Respectfully,

F. J. CLAMER.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
’Phone No. 18.

THE OLD STAND
Established • - 1875.

O A K HALLinvitesyoijj |o U ijr r iU g
to soe the fine display of Men’s and Boys’ Fall and W lntsr Suita
K

and Overcoats.

Men’s All Wool 8ults, $10 to $27.50.
Boys’ All Wool 8ults, $3.75 to $20.
f
.)
. ■' Men’s All Wool Overcoats, $8.50 to $45.
/i
Young Mon’s All Wool Overcoats, $8.50 to $20.
i.j if
Boys’ All Wool Overcoats (3 to 16 years), $5 to $15. l i i

H am

?LsI'
§J

Every garment honestly, intelligently and thoroughly aiadSHi
silk sewing always.

' •:%&

Wanamaker & Brown
S. E. Cor. Sixth and M arket 5 ts ., P hiladelphia ‘

NO

M A T T E R

W hat You May Have to Sell, Plant an
Advertisement in

T H E IN D E P E N D E N T
g AND YOU W ILL HEAR OF a BUYER.

Remem-

also, that NEAT JOB W ORK OF ALL K IN D S

!§ is executed- at the office of TH E IND EPEN D EN T at
fg reasonable prices.

AND

1 W

CARFARE TO PHILADELPHIA—If you purchase a certain amount
hare and show your return ticket, we pay your carfare both wayab %

j| ber,

Choice Bread

-^¡Pf

f Itl

Cakes
IN VARIETY.
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
ery always on hand. Ice Cream find Water
Ices. Special attention given to supplying
Weddings and Parties.

JOHN H. CUSTER,
22ju.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

t u t a » . AVAaffe 3P. AVA

4». At>,

flfe

When in Norristown, Pa..
STOP AT THE

RAMBO HOUSE,
(Opposite Court House).
---- oOo----

e r

First-class Accommodations for Man
and Beast.

Stabling foy 100 borses. Rates reasort.'ole.
Both English and German spoken.
-----oOo----

P. K. G able, Proprietor.

